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About eFLOWControl and Resolve
TIS eFLOWControl and eFLOWResolve are SAP add-ons for automated invoice processing, seamlessly

integrated into your SAP ERP system to provide a common look and feel for the end user and a familiar

technical foundation for staff supporting the application. In combination, the two components deliver a highly

automated workflow solution for vendor invoice processing that handles requirements such as automatic

posting, automatic line itemmatching, and automatic workflow routing for exception handling and approval.

About this guide
This guide explains how to configure eFLOW Control and eFLOW Resolve.

For information on installation and other setup tasks, see the eFLOW Control and Resolve Installation and

Setup Guide.

For information on using eFLOW Control and eFLOW Resolve, see the following guides:

n eFLOW Control User Guide

n eFLOW Resolve SAP User Guide

n eFLOW Resolve Web Application User Guide

n eFLOW Resolve Fiori App User Guide
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Configuration IMG
To open the eFLOWControl and Resolve configuration IMG, log on to SAP and enter transaction

/n/tisa/admin.

The eFLOW Accounts Payable Automation IMG contains the following sections:

n Initial Consistency check: Checks whether everything required for successful operation of eFLOW
Control and eFLOWResolve is installed and working correctly. Messages are issued if this is not the

case.

n eFLOW Basic settings: Settings that apply to both eFLOWControl and eFLOWResolve.

n eFLOW Control: Settings that apply only to eFLOWControl.

n eFLOW Resolve: Settings that apply only to eFLOWResolve.

n eFLOW Reporting: Settings that apply only to eFLOW Reporting.

Basic settings
This section explains how to activate licenses and configure settings that apply to both eFLOWControl and

eFLOWResolve.

Activate license
About licenses

eFLOWControl and Resolve licenses are issued per SAP installation/system ID, so a license is required for

each system in an SAP landscape.

To obtain a license, youmust provide Top Image Systems with the following information:

n The SAP installation number from transaction SLICENSE.

n The system ID of the development, QA and production systems.

n The volume of documents to be processed each year.
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The license is delivered as a .zip file. A single license file may containmultiple licenses and can be uploaded

to multiple systems, but a license can only be activated in a system if the SAP installation number and

system IDmatch with the license file.

License document counter

A license is limited to a specified volume of documents per year. Every time a document is created in eFLOW

Control (for example, when a document enters eFLOWControl via eFLOWExtract or the SAP IDoc interface),

the document counter is incremented. The counter is reset to the specified volume at the end of each calendar

year.

Threshold warnings

Threshold warning messages are issued in the License tab of the About dialog box in following situations:

n The number of created documents reaches 90%of the licensed volume. Normal operation is still

possible.

n The number of created documents reaches 100%of the licensed volume. Normal operation is still

possible. New documents can still be created, up to a maximum of one twelfth of the licensed volume.

n The number of created documents exceeds 100%plus one twelfth of the licensed volume. Operation of

the system is no longer possible.

Activate a license

1. In the IMG, go to Basic settings > Activate license.

2. Click the Import button.

3. Select the license file and clickOpen.

View license details

1. In eFLOWControl or eFLOWResolve, select the menu itemGoto > About.

2. Click the License tab.
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The table displays for each licensed system the licensed volume and the date and time of the license

activation.

For the current system, the number of documents already created is displayed in theCounter column. The
highlight color indicates the licensed volume status:

Color Description

Green The number of documents created lies below the licensed volume.

Yellow The number of documents created is likely to exceed the licensed volume before the end of

the year.

Red The number of documents created has exceeded the licensed volume. To continue to work

with the system, youmust activate a new license.

The icon in the Active column indicates the license validity:

Icon Description

The license is active and corresponds to the SAP installation number and system ID.

The license is inactive and does not correspond to the SAP installation number and system

ID.
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To view details of the number of documents processed per client, year and month, click theDocument

counter tab.

Define document tags
Users can assign tags to documents as visual indicators that categorize, prioritize, or draw attention to the

documents. Assigned tags are displayed above the header tabs in the document detail.

To define tags that users can select:

1. In the IMG, go to Basic settings > Define document tags.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter a Tag ID and Description, and select the icon to display for the tag.

4. Click Save .
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Define eFLOW document types
Defining eFLOWdocument types enables you to use different configuration settings for different types of

documents. Some configuration tables in eFLOWControl include an eFLOW Document type and a

Company Code field. When you enter a document type and/or a company code in these fields, the

configuration applies only to that document type and/or company code.

1. In the IMG, go to Basic settings > Define eFLOW document types.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter a document type ID and a description.

4. Click Save .

Define field status
Field statuses control user access to fields, such as whether users can view and edit specific fields, or

whether they are required to enter a value.

You can apply a field status to an entire table, such as all header fields, or to individual fields of a table.

After creating a field status, you can assign it to workflow tasks (see Create a workflow task) or document

types (see Activate field status). The field status is then only applied during the workflow task, or for the

specific document type.

By default, if you do not assign a field status, all fields are editable in eFLOW Control and read-only in

eFLOW Resolve. This default status remains for all fields unless you change the field status attributes. For

example, if you set only theCost Center field to Input, in eFLOW Resolve, all fields except theCost Center
field remain read-only.

Standard field statuses

The following field statuses are delivered with the TIS Business Configuration sets.

Field status Description

Allow no

changes to

document

READ_ONLY

Sets all document fields to Display. No changes to the document are allowed.

Complete

coding and appr.

WF

WF_FI_APP

Allows changes to the accounting details only (table AP_ACCOUNT).

This field status is applied in the standard workflow Non-PO coding and approval

to enable workflow processors to enter accounting details.
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Field status Description

Missing PO WF

WF_NO_PO

Allows changes to the invoice items only (table AP_ITEM).

This field status is applied in the standard workflowMissing or wrong PO number to

enable workflow processors to enter purchase order details.

Missing Vendor

WF

WF_NO_VEND

Allows changes to the Vendor number header field only.

This field status is applied in the standard workflowMissing vendor to enable

workflow processors to enter a vendor number.

Create a field status

1. In the IMG, go to Basic settings > Define field status.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter a Field status ID and aDescription.

4. (Optional) To inherit attributes from another field status, enter a Parent ID. See Field status inheritance for
more information.

5. Click Save .

6. Select the new field status and in theDialog Structure, double-click Define fields.

7. Enter a Table Name and a Field Name.

n To apply the field status to a specific field, enter the Table Name and Field Name.

n To apply the field status to all fields of a specific table, such as all header fields, enter the Table

Name and leave the Field Name field blank.

n To apply the field status to all fields of a specific table except certain fields, add an entry for the

table, plus entries for each field whose status differs from the table status.

8. Select anAttribute:

n Display: The field is read only.

n Hide: The field is not displayed.

n Input: The field can be edited.

n Mandatory: The user must enter a value in the field.

9. Click Save .
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Notes

n The following special fields are not available in the field search help:

l MC_DROPDOWN_BUSCASE

This is the transaction selection list in the document header:

To hide this list, set the attribute of the AP_HEADER table fields MC_DROPDOWN_BUSCASE and

BUSCASE to Hide.

l MC_ICON_PMNTTRMS

This is theChange payment terms button in the document header:

To hide this button, set the attribute of the AP_HEADER field MC_ICON_PMNTTRMS to Hide.

To enable editing of payment terms, set the attribute of this field and the following AP_HEADER table

fields to Input.

o PMNTTRMS

o DSCT_PCT1

o DSCT_PCT2

o DSCT_DAYS

o DSCT_DAYS2

o NETTERMS

n The table name AP_ITEM_ACCOUNT can only be used to hide fields. If you want to hide columns, use

the AP_ITEM table. Fields from AP_ITEM_ACCOUNT are not displayed in the AP_ITEM search help.
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Field status inheritance

Field statuses can inherit their attributes from other field statuses. This saves you having to perform the same

configuration twice for similar field statuses. For example, assume you have the following workflow tasks, to

which youwant to apply a field status:

Task Purpose Field status setting

Workflow task

1: Approval

Workflow processors may not edit the

document, they can only approve it.

Field status APPROVAL:

All fields in the document are read-

only.

Workflow task

2: Account

coding

Workflow processors may edit only the

account assignments and approve the

document.

Field status ACCOUNTING:

All fields in the document except the

GL Account table fields are read-
only.

For the field status APPROVAL, you set the attributes for the header, line item, tax and account tables to

Display to make them read-only.

For the field status ACCOUNTING, you need the same attributes, except for theGL Account table, which
should be editable.

Instead of adding attributes for all tables to the ACCOUNTING field status, you can specify the APPROVAL

field status as the parent ID when you create the ACCOUNTING field status.
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You then only have to add one entry for theGL Account table when you define the field status. The attributes
for the other tables are inherited from the parent APPROVAL field status.

Define Add-on functions
Add-on functions enable you to add your own custom functionality to eFLOW Control and Resolve. You can

define up to 15 add-on functions. Three functions can be made available as toolbar buttons; the remaining

functions are only available on the eFLOW Control or eFLOW Resolve Add-On functionsmenu, which is
displayed after you configure add-on functions.

Tip: You can restrict user access to your custom function using the Role generator.

1. Create a new Z class. Select the superclass /TISA/CL_FW_CTRL_ROOT.

2. On the Interfaces tab, add /TISA/IF_FW_HANDLER and /TISA/IF_FW_CTRL.
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3. In theMethods tab, double-click on the appropriate method (usually /TISA/IF_FW_CTRL~EXECUTE)

and write the code for the custom function.

4. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Basic settings > Define Add-on functions.

5. Add a new entry.

6. Enter the settings.

7. Click Save .

Add-on function settings

Setting Description

Document

type

Select Accounts Payable.

Mode Select the area of the GUI in which the function will be available: eFLOW Control,

eFLOW Resolve, or the eFLOW ResolveWorkflow History tab.

Add-on

func.

Select one of the 15 available add-on functions. If you want the function to be available

as a toolbar button, select functions 1, 2 or 3. The function number determines the

order in which the functions are displayed in the Add-on functionsmenu.

Controller Enter the Z class containing the function coding.

Dialog This feature is currently not implemented.

Text The text that appears in the menu.

Fastpath The fastpath character. Fastpaths allow users to access a menu item by pressing its

fastpath character on the keyboard. The character is underlined in the menu item name.

ID The icon that appears on the button.
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Setting Description

Icontext The text that appears on the button.

Info. text The text displayed in the function's tooltip.

Technical settings
Define commands

This table contains all eFLOW Control and Resolve system commands that require a description, and inmost

cases an icon (for example, toolbar buttons).

Important: This table is for reference only; do not edit it.

Define data mapping

When a document is posted, the eFLOW Control fields are mapped to SAP structures. These tables define

this mapping. If you use custom fields, you should add them to these tables.

Overwrite system messages

This table enables you to replace specific systemmessages with other messages. For example, you can

replace technical SAP systemmessages withmessages that are more understandable to eFLOW Control

and Resolve users. You define in the coding of the assigned class whichmessages will replace the selected

messages.
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eFLOWControl settings
This section explains how to configure settings for eFLOWControl.

Define OCR field mapping
Invoice data is exported from eFLOWExtract into eFLOWControl. The Deliver2ERP stationmust be

configured to export the data to your SAP system. A dedicated RFC User is required for the receipt of data

from eFLOWExtract. See the eFLOWExtract documentation for information on configuring data export.

The eFLOWExtract fields must also be mapped to the eFLOWControl fields. The eFLOWControl transport

includes a predefined mapping configuration table for the standard fields. You only need to make changes to

this table in the following situations:

n You have added custom fields to eFLOWExtract whose values should be passed to eFLOWControl.

n Youwant to set default values for certain fields.

n Youwant to add coding to adjust the data on transfer to eFLOWControl. eFLOWControl provides the

following standard classes for data adjustment.

Class Description

Map Field: Debit/Credit to Invoice Indicator
/TISA/CL_AP_MAP_FIELD_DBCRIND

Sets the debit/credit indicator.

Map single value from extern
/TISA/CL_FW_MAP_EXIT_EXTERN

Maps an external data format to the SAP format.

To change the mapping:

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Data entry > Define OCR Field Mapping.

2. Select theMapping ID /TISA/CL_AP_IF_CREATE and in theDialog Structure, double-click Field

Mapping.
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3. Perform the required action:

n To add a custom field, add a new entry and enter the eFLOWExtract (Source) and the eFLOW

Control (Target) table and field names.

n To set a default value for a field, delete the entry for the field and add it again, entering the default

value in theDefault Value field. You cannot add default values for existing entries.

n To add coding to make data adjustments, in theClass/Interface field, select the class containing
the coding for the adjustments.

4. Click Save .

Define EDI field mapping
eFLOW Control can receive documents from the SAP IDoc interface. The document data can be visualized as

a document attachment using a Smart Form or an XSL transformation. Like the invoice images imported from

eFLOW Extract, this attachment is available in both the eFLOW Control document and the corresponding

SAP document.

To process IDocs in eFLOW Control, youmust perform the following configuration tasks.

1. Configure SAP to use the eFLOW Control EDI functionmodule to process incoming IDocs for selected

partners.

2. Define and activate mappings between IDoc fields and eFLOW Control fields.

Configure SAP

To receive documents in eFLOW Control from the SAP IDoc interface, youmust configure your SAP system

to process incoming IDocs for selected partners using the eFLOW Control EDI functionmodule.

Set the inbound function module

1. Go to transaction BD51.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter the following settings:

Setting Value

Functionmodule /TISA/AP_IF_EDI_CREATE

Input type 1 - Individual input

Dialog allowed No (checkbox cleared)

4. Click Save .
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Set message and object types

1. Go to transactionWE57.

2. Add the following entries.

n For FI invoices, use the entry for functionmodule IDOC_INPUT_INVOIC_FI assigned to object type

BKPF as a template.

n ForMM invoices, use the entry for functionmodule IDOC_INPUT_INVOIC_MRM assigned to object

type BUS2081 as a template.

Function module Function

type

Basic

type

Msg

Type

Message

Variant

Object

Type

Direction

/TISA/AP_IF_EDI_

CREATE

Function

module

INVOIC01 INVOIC FI BKPF Inbound

/TISA/AP_IF_EDI_

CREATE

Function

module

INVOIC02 INVOIC FI BKPF Inbound

/TISA/AP_IF_EDI_

CREATE

Function

module

INVOIC01 INVOIC MM BUS2081 Inbound

/TISA/AP_IF_EDI_

CREATE

Function

module

INVOIC02 INVOIC MM BUS2081 Inbound

3. Click Save .
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Set the inbound process code

1. Go to transactionWE42.

2. Add a new entry. Use the entry for process code INVL as a template.

3. Enter the following settings:

Setting Value

Process code /TISA/AP

Description eFLOW Control AP Inbound EDI

Option ALE Processing with ALE service

Processing type Processing by functionmodule.

4. Select the new entry, then in theDialog Structure, double-click Logicalmessage.
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5. Enter the following settings:

Setting Value

Message type INVOIC

Message code All codes

Message function All functions

6. Click Save .

Activate settings for EDI partners

Once you have completed the inbound processing settings, youmust activate them for each EDI partner that

sends invoices via IDoc.

1. Go to transactionWE20.

2. Select the partner.
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3. In the Inbound parmtrs. section, add new entries, or replace the existing entries, for FI and MM.
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4. Click Save .

Validate the configuration

To validate the settings and test the system:

1. Go to transactionWE19.

2. Select a valid INVOIC IDoc. Make sure that you have set up the sending partner inWE20.

3. Click the Standard inbound button.

4. Validate the Processing Details in the Test inbound IDoc using partner profile dialog box.
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Define EDI mapping

eFLOW Control provides a default EDImapping for IDocs in the TIS Business Configuration sets, so you only

need to edit this configuration if you require new or different segments and fields, or if you need to create

different mappings for different vendors.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Data entry > Define EDI Field Mapping.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter a uniqueMapping ID and aDescription, and select the Accounts Payable document type.

4. Select one of the following to specify how the IDoc will be visualized as an attachment in eFLOW Control:

n Form Name and Document type: select a Smart Form and an archive document type.

eFLOW Control provides a standard Smart Form that you can use: /TISA/SF_AP_DATA. The

document type must be defined with the document class PDF in transaction OAC2.

n Transformation and Document type: select an XSL transformation and an archive document type.
eFLOW Control provides a standard transformation that you can use: /TISA/AP_XSL_INVOIC. The

document type must be defined with the document class HTML in transaction OAC2.

5. Select your new entry and in theDialog Structure, double-click Segment Mapping.

6. Youmust nowmap each IDoc segment to the appropriate eFLOW Control data structure. Each segment

must be unique within the IDoc, with the exception of qualified segments or line item segments.

For each segment, add a new entry and enter the settings.

Field Description

Segment

type

Name of the IDoc segment.

Table

Name

Name of the eFLOW Control data structure, such as /TISA/SAP_HEADER or /TISA/SAP_

ITEM.

Qualifier

field

name

Technical name of the qualifier field within the segment structure.

Qualifier

value

Value of the qualifier field in the IDoc.

Table

start

Check this check box if the segment starts a table line, such as in the line items table or

the header tax table.
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Field Description

Table

end

Check this check box if the segment ends a table line.

Typically, a line item segment both starts and ends a table line.

The mapping works from top to bottom, with sub-segments being processed after their

parent. Thus, you do not have to activate the Table start and Table end check boxes for
sub-segments, as they will become part of the open table line.

7. For each defined segment, map the segment fields to the corresponding eFLOW Control field:

a. Select the segment, then in theDialog Structure, double-click Field Mapping.

b. Add a new entry for each field, specifying the Segment field and the eFLOW Control Field Name.

c. (Optional) If you need to manipulate the IDoc data in some way before passing it to eFLOW Control

(for example, change the format), select the appropriate mapping exit.
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8. (Optional) You canmap known IDoc field values to specific eFLOW Control values without using a

mapping exit.

a. In the Field Mapping table, select the appropriate entry and in theDialog structure, double-click

Fixed Values.

b. Add new entries and specify the EDI value and the TIS value.

If the value in the IDoc matches the EDI value specified in this table, the specified TIS value will be

mapped to the eFLOW Control field, not the actual IDoc value.

9. (Optional) You can also assign specific values to fields in the eFLOW Control document, even if these

fields are not included in the IDoc.

a. In theDialog structure, double-click Default Values.

b. Create new entries for the default values, specifying the eFLOW Control Table Name, the Field

Name and the TIS value to be assigned.

10. Click Save .
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Mapping exits

eFLOW Control provides the following standard mapping exits that you can apply to the IDoc data before it is

passed to eFLOW Control. You can also create and use your ownmapping exits.

Mapping exit Description

Map internal tax indicator/rate to tax code

/TISA/CL_AP_IF_EDI_MAP_TAXCODE

Maps the tax indicator or tax rate given in the

IDoc to a tax code, as defined in SAP table

T076M.

Map ISO country to SAP country

/TISA/CL_AP_IF_EDI_MAP_COUNTRY

Maps the ISO country given in the IDoc to

the SAP country.

Map ISO currency to SAP currency

/TISA/CL_AP_IF_EDI_MAP_CURRENCY

Maps the ISO currency given in the IDoc to

the SAP currency.

Activate EDI mapping

After defining the EDI field mapping, youmust activate it. If you use the same EDImapping for all vendors,

you only need one entry in this table.

If you use different mappings for different vendors, youmust create the appropriate mappings and add them

to this table, specifying the vendor details for eachmapping.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Data entry > Activate EDI Field Mapping.

2. Add a new entry.

3. In theMapping ID field, enter the ID specified in the EDI field mapping.

4. (Optional) Fill in the other fields, for example, if you wish to limit EDI activation to specific vendors or

message types.

Completions
eFLOWControl can use data that is available on the invoice to search for and complete missing data. For

example, it can:

n Search the vendormaster data for address, bank or tax details that were recognized by eFLOWExtract,

or manually entered by users, to find and assign the correct SAP vendor number for the invoice.
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n Search purchase order and goods receipt data to match invoice line items with purchase order line items

and assign the corresponding PO item number to the invoice line item.

n Search for tax codes and assign them to invoice line items.

n Automatically assign G/L accounts, cost objects and other values to invoice line items.

Completions are applied to fields on transfer of the invoice from eFLOWExtract, and on every other

automatic action performed by the system, such as workflow start and posting. Existing field values are not

overwritten.

Note: Values are only entered into the fields if a unique value is found and the completion is configured to
assign the value.

You can define completion rules for the following data.

n Account assignments

n Baseline date

n Vendor data

n Purchase order items

n Goods receipt items

n Tax codes

n Tax jurisdiction codes

Standard completions

eFLOWControl provides the following standard completions.

* Entries for completions marked with an asterisk are delivered with the TIS Business Configuration sets.

Completion Description

Find vendor by address
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

VENDOR_ADDRS

Uses address data on the invoice to find the vendor number.

Find vendor by name
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

VENDOR_NAME

Uses the vendor name on the invoice to find the vendor number.

Find vendor by bank

data
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

VENDOR_BANK

Uses bank data on the invoice to find the vendor number.
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Completion Description

* Find vendor by

purchase order
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

VENDOR_PO

Uses the purchase order number on the invoice to find the vendor number.

Find vendor by tax

number
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

VENDOR_TAXNO

Uses the tax number on the invoice to find the vendor number. Searches in

the Tax Number field of the vendormaster (STENR).

Find vendor by tax code
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

VENDOR_TXCDE

Uses the tax number on the invoice to find the vendor number. Searches in

the Tax Number 1 – Tax Number 4 fields of the vendormaster (STCD1 –
STCD4).

Find vendor by VAT ID
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

VENDOR_VATID

Uses the VAT Registration Number (STCEG) on the invoice to find the
vendor number.

* Item completion by

one-to-one relation
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

ITM_1_TO_1

If the PO number is known and the invoice and PO both have only one line

item, the PO item number is assigned to the Purchase Order Item field of

the invoice line item.

* Item completion by

one-to-many relation
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

ITM_1_TO_N

If the PO number is known and the PO only has one line item, the PO item

number is assigned to the Purchase Order Item field of all invoice line

items.

Item completion by

EAN/UPC

/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

ITM_EAN_UPC

Compares the EAN/UPC number given on the invoice with the

EAN/UPC number given on the PO and assigns the PO item position if

these match.

Item completion by

material
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

ITM_MATERIAL

Compares the material number given on the invoice with the material

number and vendormaterial number given on the PO and assigns the PO

item position if these match.

If only item text is available on the invoice, and no material number, this text

is compared with the PO item Short Text.
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Completion Description

Item completion by

quantity to be invoiced
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

ITM_QUANTITY

Compares the quantity of the invoice line items with the quantity of the PO

line items. Takes into account already delivered or invoiced quantities as

well as the PO quantity.

* Item completion by unit

price
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

ITM_UNIT_PRC

Compares the unit price of the invoice line items with the unit price of the

PO line items.

Item completion by

value to be invoiced
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

ITM_VALUE

Compares the net value of the invoice line items with the net value of the PO

line items.

Item completion by

vendor material number

/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

ITM_VEND_MAT

Compares the vendormaterial number given on the invoice with the vendor

material number given on the PO and assigns the PO item position if these

match.

* GR completion - assign

GRs to items on the 1 to

1 relation

/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

GRIV_1_TO_1

Automatically assigns goods receipts to invoice line items. This

completion is only relevant if goods receipt based invoice verification (GR-

IV) is used.

If the invoice has only one line item and there is only one goods receipt for

the PO, the completion assigns this goods receipt to the line item.

* GR completion - assign

GRs to items on the

quantity basis
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

GRIV_QTY

Automatically assigns goods receipts to invoice line items. This

completion is only relevant if goods receipt based invoice verification (GR-

IV) is used.

If there is more than one goods receipt for the PO, the completion checks

whether the quantity of any of the goods receipts matches the invoice item

quantity and assigns the goods receipt if this is the case.

Tax Code Completion:

Binary Logic
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

TCD_BNRY

Assigns a specific tax code to the invoice line item depending onwhether

or not a tax amount is quoted on the invoice. You specify which tax code to

assign in each case in the completion parameters.
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Completion Description

Tax Code Completion

from Info Record
/TISA/CL_AP_TCD_

INFOREC

Assigns the tax code specified in the PO info record ormaterial info record

to the invoice line item.

* Tax Code Completion

from PO item
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

TCD_PO

Assigns the tax code specified in the PO to the invoice line item.

Tax Code Completion:

SAP default tax codes
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

TCD_SAP_DEF

Assigns the SAP default tax code to the invoice line item.

Tax Code Completion

with mapping table
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

TCD_TABLE

Assigns the tax codes defined in the completion parameters to the invoice

line item.

Tax Jurisdiction Code

Completion from Cost

Center
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

TXJCD_CSTCTR

Assigns the tax jurisdiction code defined in the cost center that is assigned

to the line item.

* Tax Jurisdiction Code

Completion from PO

item
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

TXJCD_PO

Assigns the tax jurisdiction code assigned to the invoice item's

corresponding purchase order item.

Tax Jurisdiction Code

Completion from Tax

Engine
/TISA/CL_AP_COMPL_

TXJCD_TX_ENG

Assigns the tax jurisdiction code that was determined by a tax engine, if

such an engine is in use.
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Configure completions

The method for configuring completions is the same for all data, except for default account assignments and

the baseline date. See Define default account assignments for information on account assignments

completion, and Define the baseline date for information on baseline date completion.

You first define combinations, which can contain one ormore completions.

You then assign data sources to define which completions to use in each combination to find the required

values.

When you define combinations, youmust specify the following:

Field Description

Priority Determines the order in which the combinations run.

Combinator Determines how the results of the different completions within the combination are

combined. If you include more than one completion in a combination, each of these

completions may produce different results, that is, they may find different values. You

therefore need to determine which of these results are included in the combination's result

set.

Union: The combination's result set contains all results of all completions within the
combination. For example, if Completion 1 returns results A B C and Completion 2 returns

results B C D, the result set for the combination is A B C D.

Intersection: The combination's result set contains only results that are common to all
completions within the combination. For example, if Completion 1 returns results A B C

and Completion 2 returns results B C D, the result set for the combination is B C.
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Field Description

Note: These settings apply only to the results of completions within a combination.
The results of combinations are always combined with an intersection. So if Priority 1

Combination's result set is B C and Priority 2 Combination's result set is C D, the

combined result set contains only result C, which is common to both combinations.

One Result Determines what to do if the combination produces a single result.

Stop and assign value: The value is assigned to the field and the remaining combinations
are not executed.

Continue: Runs the next configured combination.

To configure completions:

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Completions and then click the appropriate completion type.

2. Add a new entry.

3. (Optional) Select an eFLOW Document type, or for tax completions aCountry, and/or aCompany

Code. If you leave these fields blank, the completion applies for all document types/countries and all
company codes.

4. Select the new entry and in theDialog Structure, double-click Define Combinations.

5. Select the settings for the combination.

6. For each combination, perform these steps:

a. Select the combination and in theDialog Structure, double-click Assign Data Source.

b. Add a new entry.

c. Select aCompletion Source and click the Parameters button to define parameters for the

completion (if available).

Note: For completions that have parameters, make sure you open theMaintain Parameters
dialog box and check that the settings correspond to your requirements. After checking or

making changes, click Save in the dialog box.

Repeat this step for all completions youwant to include in the combination.

7. Click Save .

Define default account assignments

You can configure eFLOWControl to automatically assign G/L accounts, cost objects and other values to

invoice line items.
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1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Completions > Define default account assignment.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter the eFLOW document type and company code (optional) and the vendor and specify the date range

for which the completion will apply. You can also specify a reference number; the accounting values will

only be applied if this reference number is present on the invoice.

4. Select the entry and in theDialog Structure, double-click Default Values.

5. Enter the accounting details. Note that the Item amount represents a percentage, not an absolute value.

6. Click Save .

Define the baseline date

You can configure eFLOWControl to automatically calculate the default baseline date for invoices.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Completions > Define default baseline date.

2. Add a new entry.

3. (Optional) Enter an eFLOW Document type, Country Code or Vendor. If you do not enter a value here,
the settings apply for all eFLOWdocument types, country codes and vendors.

4. In the Source date field, select the date onwhich the baseline date calculation will be based.

Value Description

Document

date

The invoice document date that was recognized in eFLOWExtract.

Scan date Date onwhich the document was scanned. This date is specified in the eFLOW

Extract Scan station.

Creation

date

Date onwhich the invoice was transferred to eFLOWControl from eFLOWExtract.

Last GR date Date of the most recent goods receipt. The system searches for the most recent

goods receipt entry for corresponding purchase order items.
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Value Description

First GR date Date of the first goods receipt. The system searches for the oldest goods receipt

entry for corresponding purchase order items.

Use

SAP settings

Date specified in the payment terms.

5. Specify anOffset value in days. This value is used to calculate the baseline date based on the selected
source date: baseline date = source date plus orminus the offset.

For example, if you selectDocument date as the source and specify an offset value of -4, the baseline
date will be four days before the invoice date recognized in eFLOWExtract.

6. Click Save .

Validations
eFLOW Control can validate document data to ensure that it is correct and complete, and that the document

can be posted to SAP. eFLOW validations are run in addition to standard SAP checks.

After a validation runs, messages are issued. You specify in the validation configuration which type of

message to display, such as Error orWarning.

Standard validations

eFLOWControl provides the following standard validations.

* Entries for validations marked with an asterisk are delivered with the TIS Business Configuration sets.

Validation Description

Validate posting date within X days

before period end

/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_AC_PSTNGDATE

For accrual posting documents, checks whether the

posting date lies within a specified number of days before

the end of the current period.

You specify the number of days in the validation

parameters.

Validate reversal date within X days

after period start

/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_AC_REV_DATE

For accrual posting documents, checks whether the

reversal date lies within a specified number of days after the

start of the following period.

You specify the number of days in the validation

parameters.
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Validation Description

* Check document balance
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_BALANCE

Checks whether the document has a balance. ForMM

invoices, this check takes into account tolerance limits that

have been defined in transaction OMR6.

Check bank data
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_BANK_DATA

Checks whether the bank data on the invoice (IBAN, bank

key and account number) matches the bank data in the

vendormaster data.

This validation has the following parameters:

Mandatory: Specifies whether bank data must be scanned
and transferred from eFLOWExtract.

All must match: Specifies whether all bank data must
match the vendormaster bank data if more than one set of

bank data is transferred from eFLOWExtract.

Check SWIFT: Specifies whether to include SWIFT data in

the validation. The SWIFT code must match the IBAN. If the

IBAN does not match the vendormaster data IBAN, the

SWIFT validation is skipped.

Ign. miss. master: If bank data is not available in the

vendormaster, selectNo to skip the validation, orYes to
stop further processing of the invoice so that the master

data can be updated.

Check if invoice has company address
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_COMP_ADDR

Checks whether the invoice has a buyer company address.

The address is considered present if one of the following is

available on the invoice:

n A street, post code and city

n A PO box, post code and city

* Check company code of invoice

against PO
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_COMP_CODE_

PO

Checks whether the company code on the invoice is the

same as the company code on the purchase order.

Validate documents against

requirements in German law
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_DE_USTG_14

Checks whether the invoice document fulfills the

requirements of paragraph 14 of the German Value Added

Tax Act.

In the validation parameters, you can specify which items

should not be checked.
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Validation Description

* Check unplanned delivery cost
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_DEL_COST

Checks whether a value is present in theUnplanned

delivery costs field and issues a message if this is the
case.

In the validation parameters you can specify whether to

check only FI documents, only MM documents, or both.

Check if document date is too long in

past
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_DOC_DATE

Checks whether the date specified in theDocument Date
field is prior to a specified number of days. You specify the

number of days in the validation parameters.

* Check if down payment exists for

vendor account
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_DOWN_

PAYMENT

Checks whether a down payment has previously been

entered for the vendor.

* Check for duplicate invoice
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_DUPL_INV

Checks whether the invoice already exists in the system in

accordance with the defined SAP Duplicate Invoice Check

rules.

Note: This check does not take declined invoices into
account. To check for duplicates of decline invoices,

use the /TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_DUPL_REJ check.

Check if document has been declined

before

/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_DUPL_REJ

Checks whether the invoice is a duplicate of a declined

invoice.

Check if PO setup for ERS process
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_ERS

Checks whether the purchase order specified in the invoice

is subject to the Evaluated Receipt Settlement (ERS)

process. If the ERS flag is set in the purchase order, a

message is issued indicating that an invoice already exists

for this purchase order.

Non-PO approval required

/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_FI_APPROVAL

For FI documents, checks whether the document has been

approved in a workflow.

In the validation parameters, you can specify aGross

amount and aCurrency. The validation is only applied if
the document's gross amount exceeds the specified value

in the specified currency.
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Validation Description

* Check goods receipt
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_GR

Checks whether goods receipts have been posted for the

invoice, and whether the invoice open quantity is greater

than zero.

* Check if GR date is later than invoice

date
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_GR_DATE

Checks whether the date of the latest goods receipt posted

against the invoice is later than the invoice date. In the

validation parameters, you can specify a tolerance in days.

For example, with a tolerance setting of 3 days and an

invoice with the date June 10, 2016, goods receipts with a

date later than June 13th (invoice date + 3 days) would

result in an error message.

* Check GR-IV reference
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_GRIV_REF

If GR-IV is activated in the PO, checks whether goods

receipts have been entered in the invoice line items.

* Check if document can be MM type
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_MM

Checks whether an FI document could in fact be anMM

document by checking for the existence of PO items for the

vendor. This validation is skipped forMM documents.

This check has the following parameters:

PO check rule: Determines how the system checks for the

existence of vendor purchase order items.

n Check if any PO exists for the vendor: Checks
whether any PO items exist in the system for the

vendor, irrespective of whether the items have been

invoiced or not.

n Check if there is a PO item open for invoice for the

vendor: Checks whether any open PO items exist in

the system for the vendor, that is, items that have not

yet been invoiced.

Matching open item: If this parameter is set to Yes, the
system searches for PO items that match the amounts of

the invoice items.

If there is a match, a corresponding message is displayed

to the user: "Can this be anMM invoice?"
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Validation Description

* Check if purchase order exists in 

system
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_PO_EXIST

Checks if the purchase order specified on the invoice exists

in the SAP system. This validation is not vendor-specific.

Check for purchase order text
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_PO_TEXT

Checks whether texts have been entered on the purchase

order.

Check purchase order value & limit
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_PO_VALUE_EXC

Checks whether the invoice exceeds configured PO values

and limits.

* Check price
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_PRICE

Checks whether the invoice line item price is the same as

the PO line item price.

* Check quantity
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_QUANTITY

Checks whether the invoice line item quantity is the same as

the PO line item quantity. This validation only applies if

there are open goods receipts for the invoice.

Require fields for posting
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_REQ_FIELD

Checks whether field values that are mandatory for posting

have been entered.

You specify the fields that must contain a value for posting

in the validation parameters.

Execute SAP validation & substitution

rules
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_SAP_FI_RULES

Checks the standard SAP Validations (transaction GGB0)

and Substitutions (transaction OBBH).

These rules are automatically checked by SAP on posting.

Activating this validation allows you to also check these

rules during the eFLOW Resolve workflow.

Check document against SAP field

status
TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_SAP_FLDSTAT

Checks the standard SAP G/L account field status settings.

For example, if a field is mandatory in SAP, it is also

mandatory in eFLOW Control, and suppressed fields in

SAP are also suppressed in eFLOW Control. If you do not

activate this check, violations of the SAP field status can

result in batch input errors.

Check total tax table
TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_TAX_TABLE

Checks whether the information in the Tax tab is correct, for
example, whether the tax amount of the invoice

corresponds to the tax code.
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Validation Description

Check if invoice has vendor address
TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_VEND_ADDR

Checks whether the invoice has a vendor company

address. The address is considered present if one of the

following is available on the invoice:

n A street, post code and city

n A PO box, post code and city

Check if vendor VAT ID is valid
TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_VEND_VAT_ID

Checks whether the vendor VAT ID complies with the

VAT identification number format for the country. It also

verifies the VAT ID on the EU's official VIES website.

Check if vendor is allowed to issue

FI invoices
TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_VENDOR_FI

Checks whether suppliers can submit invoices without

reference to a purchase order. You specify in the validation

parameters whether FI invoices are generally allowed or not

allowed. In the vendor-specific configuration, you can

specify exceptions to this rule for specific suppliers.

* Check vendor against vendor named

in PO
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_VENDOR_IN_PO

Checks whether the vendor named on the invoice is the

same as the vendor named on the purchase order.

In the validation parameters, you can specify whether the

validation should also check the name of the vendor's head

office, alternative payees and permitted alternative payees.

Check if vendor is locked or marked for

deletion
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_VENDOR_VALID

Checks whether the vendor is locked ormarked for deletion

in SAP.

Check document against field status
/TISA/CL_AP_CHECK_WF_FLDSTAT

Checks the field status assigned to a workflow task. See

Define field status for information on field statuses.

Ensure archived image exists
TISA/CL_FW_CHECK_IMAGE

Checks whether an image of the invoice exists in the

archive.
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Validation Description

Ensure workflow approval / resolution
/TISA/CL_WF_CHECK_STATUS

Checks whether a workflow on the document has been

approved and/or resolved. Resolutionmeans that errors in

the document have been corrected.

This validation runs automatically on approval of the last

task in a workflow, but youmay want to assign it manually

to a workflow task. For example, in a two step workflow,

the purpose of the first task may be to correct errors or add

missing information, and the purpose of the second task

may be to approve the workflow. Assigning the check to

the first workflow task ensures that the document is

complete and ready for posting before it is sent for

approval.

Note: This validationmust be assigned in the workflow
task, not in the general validations configuration. See

Define workflow checks for more information.

Activate validations

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Validations > Activate validations.

2. Add a new entry.

3. (Optional) Enter a company code and/or a document type. If you leave these fields blank, the validation

will run for all company codes and document types.

4. Select an environment:

n Manual to run the validation when the user manually checks the document.

n Automatic to run the validation automatically, for example, when a document is posted or a
workflow is started.

You can leave the Environment field blank to run the validation in both environments. Note, however,

that blank entries are ignored if another entry with a specified environment (Manual orAutomatic) exists
for the specified company code and document type.

5. Select a Validation ID.

6. Select the type of message to display if the validation fails.

You can use theNomessage type to ignore the validation (for example, to skip the validation for a
specific company code, but run it for all other company codes).
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7. Click the Parameters button to define parameters (if available).

Note: For validations that have parameters, make sure you open theMaintain Parameters dialog
box and check that the settings correspond to your requirements. After checking ormaking changes,

click Save in the dialog box.

8. Click Save .

Set business issues

You can configure business issues to specify which errors are displayed to users in the Business issues tab.

You can also use business issues to automatically start a workflow when specific errors are present in a

document (see Define automatic workflows) or to automatically put a document in the waiting queue (see

Configure automatic waiting).

First you define a name for the business issue, and specify which icon to display for the issue, and whether to

include SAP checks. Then you define the specific messages that apply for the business issue. These can be

eFLOW validations or SAP messages.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Validations > Set business issues.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Select the document type Accounts Payable.

4. Enter a name and description and select an icon.
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5. (Optional) Activate the SAP check check box to include SAP checks.

6. Select the business issue and in theDialog Structure, double-click Activate business issue.

7. Add a new entry.

8. Enter a number and select aClass/Interface.

9. Enter the message type, message class and/or message number.

10. (Optional) You can specify up to four message variables.

11. Click Save .

Standard business issues

The following business issues are delivered with the TIS Business Configuration sets.

n Validate bank data

n Duplicate document

n Missing goods receipt

n Price deviation

n Quantity deviation

n Document is too old

n Blocked vendor
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Business processes
This section explains how to configure various settings that control business processes within eFLOW

Control.

Automatic posting

You can configure eFLOWControl to automatically park or post documents on transfer from eFLOWExtract.

You can specify different settings for PO related (MM), non-PO related (FI) and down payment (DR)

documents.

Note: As the data is saved in an application table rather than a customizing table, you can configure
automatic posting either in the development system and transport it to the production system, or

configure it directly in the production system.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Business Processes > Activate Automatic Posting.

2. Add a new entry.

3. (Optional) Enter an eFLOW Document type, Country Code or Vendor. If you do not enter a value here,
the settings apply for all eFLOWdocument types, country codes and vendors.

4. In the FI Post,MMPost and DR Post fields, select an option:

n Inactive (check only): Documents are only checked for errors. They must be posted or parked
manually.

n Active: Documents are automatically posted, provided they are free of errors.

n Park: Documents are automatically parked.

5. Click Save .

Wait reasons

Users can put documents in a waiting queue if immediate processing is not possible or desired (for example,

if a goods receipt is missing).

When users set a document to wait, they must select a reason and enter a date until which the document will

remain in the wait queue.

You can configure wait reasons and specify for each wait reason how long the document may remain in the

wait queue.

You can also configure eFLOW Control to automatically put documents in the waiting queue if the document

has a specific business issue, such as a missing goods receipt.

Configure wait reasons

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Business Processes > Define wait reasons.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Type aWait Reason ID and Description.
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4. (Optional) Enter values for the other settings.

5. Click Save .

Wait reasons settings

Setting Description

WaitReason A short identifier for the wait reason.

Description Text that appears in theWait reason selection list in theWaiting dialog box.

Dflt. Hold Default number of wait days. The date value in the Paused until field of theWaiting
dialog will default to today’s date plus this number of days. If you do not enter a value

here, the Paused until field defaults to today’s date.

Note: This setting refers to consecutive calendar days and does not take into
account factory and holiday calendars.

Max. Wait Maximum permitted number of wait days, that is, today’s date plus this number of days.

If users try to enter a date that lies after the maximumwait period, a message informs

them of the date until which the document may remain in the wait queue.

Note: This setting refers to consecutive calendar days and does not take into
account factory and holiday calendars.

Req. Note Requires the user to enter a note before setting the document to wait.

Standard wait reasons

The following wait reasons are delivered with the TIS Business Configuration sets.

n GRWaiting for delivery

n PI Pending investigation
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Configure automatic waiting

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Business Processes > Define wait reasons.

2. If you have not already done so, add the wait reason youwant to use.

3. Select the wait reason and in theDialog Structure, double-click Automatic waiting.

4. Add a new entry.

5. Select the Business Issue to associate with the wait reason.

6. Check the Auto wait check box.

7. Enter a number of days in theDefault Wait field.

8. (Optional) To automatically remove the document from the waiting queue when the business issue is

resolved, or the default wait time has expired, check the Auto Continue check box.

9. Click Save .

Reasons for declining

You can define reasons that users must select when they decline a document.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Business Processes > Define reasons for declining.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter aReason for declining ID and aDescription.

4. (Optional) Activate theReq. Note check box to require users to enter a note when they select the reason
for declining.

5. Click Save .

Standard reasons for declining

The following reasons for declining are delivered with the TIS Business Configuration sets.

n DP Duplicate document

n IL Illegible invoice image

n WCWrong receiving company
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Vendor-specific configuration

You can define the following configuration settings for specific vendors.

Setting Description

FI exc. FI exception. Determines whether the rules defined in the validation Check if

vendor is allowed to issue FI invoices apply for the vendor. Activate this

check box to define the vendor as an exception to the rules. For example, if

you set the validation parameterAllow FI documents to Yes, suppliers are
allowed to issue FI invoices. To disallow FI invoices for a specific supplier, in

the vendor-specific configuration, add the supplier and check the FI exc.
check box for that supplier.

Item capt. Line item capture. Determines whether eFLOW Extract reads and transfers

line items of the vendor's invoices to eFLOW Control.

Portal Determines whether the vendor can participate in the Supplier Portal.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Business Processes > Set vendor specific configuration.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter the vendor and optionally a company code if the settings should apply only for a specific company

code.

4. Select the appropriate settings.

5. Click Save .

Require note for actions

You can specify that users must enter a note when they perform a specific action. For example, youmay

require users to enter a note when they reverse a document. By default, a note is not mandatory for reversal.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Business Processes > Require note for certain actions.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Select the System Command for which a note is required.
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4. In the Any note OK? field, select one of the following options:

n Note created during the process: A text box is presented to the user when they perform the action,

in which they must enter the note.

n Note created by same user: No text box is presented. The system checks whether the user

performing the action has already added a note to the document (in theNotes tab), and prompts the
user to enter a note if this is not the case.

n Note created by any user: No text box is presented. The system checks whether any user has

added a note to the document (in theNotes tab), and prompts the user performing the action to enter
a note if this is not the case.

5. Click Save .

Note: Although all actions are available for selection, some actions, such as the Supervisor post action,
always require a note, even if they are not listed in this table. Mandatory notes for some actions, such as

Waiting, Decline document, and various workflow actions, can be configured elsewhere in the IMG.

Sendmessage templates

You can define message templates that users can select when they use the Sendmessage function to send
an email. See the eFLOW Control User Guide for more information about sending email messages.

You canmake the message templates available for specific company codes by assigning the templates to

those company codes.

Create a message template

1. In transaction SE61, create a new documentation object of the class General text and add the email text.

2. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Business processes > Define Sendmessage > Define message

template.

3. Add a new entry.

4. Enter a Text key (a unique identifier for the message), aDescription, a Subject, and optionally a

Sender.

5. In the Email Template field, select your documentation object.

6. Click Save .

Assign message templates to company codes

Templates that are assigned to a company code are only available if the document to which the message

relates belongs to that company code.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Business processes > Define Sendmessage > Assign message

template to company code.

2. Add a new entry.
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3. Select theCompany Code and enter the message template's Text key.

To make the template available for several company codes, add an entry for each company code with

the same text key.

If you do not enter a company code, the template is available for all documents.

If no company code is present in the document, only templates without an entry in theCompany code
field are available for that document.

4. In the Priority field, enter a number to determine the position of the template in the template selection list.
Templates with a higher priority (that is, a lower number) appear at the top of the list.

5. Click Save .

Display
This section explains how to configure display options for eFLOWControl.

Activate field status

Field statuses control user access to fields, such as whether users can view and edit specific fields, or

whether they are required to enter a value. Formore information on field statuses and how to create them, see

Define field status.

You can assign field statuses to specific document types. For information on assigning field statuses to

workflow tasks, see Create a workflow task.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Display > Activate Field Status.

2. Add a new entry.

3. (Optional) Select aDocument type, an eFLOW Document type and/or aCompany Code.

If you leave these fields blank, the field status applies for all document types and company codes.

4. In the Field status field, select the field status.

5. Click Save .

Quick selections

Quick selections are predefined filters that users can apply to the document list by clicking a button at the top

of the selection screen.

You can define up to six quick selection buttons, using variants for simple selections, and classes for more

complex selections that require business logic.
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eFLOWControl provides the following standard classes for quick selections. Predefined quick selection

buttons using these classes are delivered with the TIS Business Configuration sets.

Class Description

My documents with discounts coming due
/TISA/CL_AP_DATA_SEL_DSCU_DUE

Displays documents assigned to the currently logged

on user for which the next discount date is

approaching. See Discount statuses in the eFLOW

Control User Guide for more information on discounts.

Documents with discounts available
/TISA_CL_AP_DATA_SEL_DISCOUNT

Displays documents for which discounts are available.

Oldest open 50 documents

/TISA/CL_AP_DATA_SEL_OLDEST_50

Displays the 50 oldest documents (based on the

document creation date) that have not yet been

processed.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Display > Define quick selections.

2. Add a new entry.

3. In theQuickSel list, select the position on the screen for the quick selection button.

The 1st, 2nd and 3rd quick selections appear in the first row of buttons, and the 4th, 5th and 6th quick

selections appear in the second row.

4. Type the text to appear on the button and in the tooltip, and select an icon to display on the button.

5. Select a Variant or aClass/Interface.

6. Click Save .

Define fields for the Miscellaneous tab

You can add additional fields to theMiscellaneous tab in the document detail. These fields can be
eFLOW Control fields, standard SAP fields or custom fields. They must be included in the eFLOW Control

structures. TheMiscellaneous tab is displayed in eFLOW Control and eFLOW Resolve when at least one

field is defined for the tab. You cannot add fields to other tabs.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Display > Define field in TabMiscellaneous.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Select the Position of the field.

Field positions run from top to bottom, that is, fields 1-15 are displayed on the left of the tab, and fields

16-30 on the right.

4. Select the Table Name and Field Name.

5. Click Save .
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Data visualization (Statistics)

You can define which charts are displayed in the document viewer when users click the Statistics button.

Note: The Calculate Data report (/TISA/FW_REP_CALC_DATA)must be scheduled to display the

configured charts.

Activate data visualization

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Display > Activate data visualization.

2. Add a new entry.

3. In theDocument type field, select Accounts Payable, then select theChart Type:

n Single Document: The chart is displayed in the document detail.

n Document List: The chart is displayed in the document list.

Note: Charts displayed in the document list only refer to documents that are currently displayed
in the document list, that is, documents that correspond to the criteria defined in the selection

screen. If you change the selection criteria, youmust close and reopen the document viewer to

display statistics for the new selection.

4. Enter aNumber to determine the position of the chart in the viewer, with 1 being at the top.

5. Select anAlignment option to display the chart on the left, in the center, or the right of the document
viewer.

This enables you to display charts side by side instead of below one another by assigning different

alignment values to the charts.

6. (Optional) Enter aDescription that will be displayed above the chart in the document viewer. If you do
not enter a description, the class description is used.

7. Select the appropriateClass/Interface.

8. Click Save .
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Data visualization classes

eFLOW Control provides the following standard classes for data visualization.

Class Description

Documents

by

transaction
/TISA/CL_

AP_

CHART_

DATA_BTR

Document detail chart. Shows per AP document type the number of documents

processed for the vendor in the last 180 days.

Average

Document

Processing
/TISA/CL_

AP_

CHART_

DATA_

PRCTIME

Document detail chart. Shows for the last 90 days the average processing time in days of

the vendor's documents compared to the processing time of the current document.
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Class Description

Documents

by state
/TISA/CL_

AP_

CHART_

DATA_

STATE

Document detail chart. Shows for the last 90 days the percentage of the vendor's

documents in each document status.

Vendor /

Company

Code

volume
/TISA/CL_

AP_

CHART_

LIST_

CHORD

Document list chart. Shows the relationship between company codes and vendors in

terms of the volume of documents.

For example, if you position the mouse cursor over a company code, the tooltip displays

per vendor the number of documents for that company code. If you position the mouse

cursor over a vendor, the tooltip displays per company code the number of documents

for that vendor.
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Class Description

Documents

in/out

timeline
/TISA/CL_

AP_

CHART_

LIST_

INOUT

Document list chart. Shows the number of documents created, posted and declined.
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Class Description

Documents

by

transaction

and vendor
/TISA/CL_

AP_

CHART_

LIST_VND_

BTR

Document list chart. Shows per AP document type and vendor the number of documents

processed in the last 180 days.

Documents

by state
/TISA/CL_

FW_

CHART_

LIST_

STATE

Document list chart. Shows for the last 90 days the percentage of documents in each

document status.

Screen variants

eFLOW Control provides standard layout variants for line items, G/L accounts and down payment requests.

You can also create your own layout variants. Users can select these layout variants whenworking with the
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Items orGL Account tables in an eFLOW Control document.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Control > Display > Define screen variant.

2. Select the table for which youwant to define a layout variant.

3. Click the Execute button .

4. In the Screen variant field, enter a name for your new variant, then click theCreate button .
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5. Select the area in which the variant will be available and enter an eFLOW Control document number.

6. Click the Execute button .

7. In the eFLOW Control document, in change mode, use drag and drop to position the table columns.

8. Click Save .

9. In theConfirm Screen Entries dialog box, make any other required changes. For example, enter a
screen variant short text, or make fields required or invisible.

10. Click the Exit and Save button.

11. In theChange screen variant screen, click the Save button .

12. In theCreate Object Directory Entry dialog box, select a package and click Save .

Customer extensions/BAdIs eFLOW Control BAdIs
eFLOWControl provides the following BAdIs to enable you to add custom coding. See the SAP

documentation for information on implementing BAdIs.
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AP Data Model: /TISA/BADI_AP_DATA

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_AP_DATA

Methods

n FILL_DISPLAYONLY_AP_ACC

n FILL_DISPLAYONLY_AP_BNK

n FILL_DISPLAYONLY_AP_CHK

n FILL_DISPLAYONLY_AP_HDR

n FILL_DISPLAYONLY_AP_ITM

n FILL_DISPLAYONLY_AP_MAA

n FILL_DISPLAYONLY_AP_POI

n FILL_DISPLAYONLY_AP_TAX

n FILL_DISPLAYONLY_AP_WHT

n GET_ACCOUNT

n GET_ADDRESS

n GET_EXT_BANK

n GET_EXT_CHECK

n GET_HEADER

n GET_ITEM

n GET_ITEM_ACCOUNT

n GET_POITEM

n GET_TAX

n GET_WHTAX

n SAVE

n SET_ACCOUNT

n SET_ADDRESS

n SET_EXT_BANK

n SET_EXT_CHECK

n SET_HEADER

n SET_ITEM

n SET_TAX

n SET_WHTA
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Functionality

These methods are called on FILL_DISPLAYONLY* methods, on GET* methods, SET* methods on each

data structure for an eFLOWAP document (methods of class /TISA/CL_AP_DATA), and on the overall SAVE

method.

Authorization Check: /TISA/BADI_FW_AUTH

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_AUTH

Methods

n AUTHORITY_CHECK

n AUTHORITY_CHECK_DOCUMENT

Functionality

These additional methods are called during authorization checks for eFLOW functions access (controlling the

availability of all functions in eFLOW) and for document access (controlling whether the current user can

access/modify document data depending on the document content).

Background processing: /TISA/BADI_FW_BG

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_BG

Methods

n GET_DOCCLASS_PROCESSOR

n COMPLETE_DOCUMENT

n UPDATE_DOCUMENT

Functionality

The methods of this class are called when “eFLOWme” – background automatic document processing – is

performed.

Additional data can be completed for the document using the methods COMPLETE_DOCUMENT and

UPDATE_DOCUMENT.

UPDATE_DOCUMENT is called twice – before document completions and after completions – just before

automatic posting operations.

Change posting logic: /TISA/BADI_FW_POST

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_POST

Methods

n AFTER_POSTING

n BEFORE_POSTING_EARLY

n BEFORE_POSTING

n GET_INSTANCE
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Functionality

The BEFORE_POSTING_EARLY and BEFORE_POSTINGmethods are called before document posting;

they allow the adjustment of data.

AFTER_POSTING is called just after document posting in SAP.

GET_INSTANCE allows you to replace the standard posting class with a custom class using custom posting

logic.

Change reverse logic: /TISA/BADI_AP_REVERSE

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_AP_REVERSE

Methods

n GET_INSTANCE

n AFTER_REVERSE

Functionality

This BAdI allows extensions to the standard reversal functionality in eFLOWControl.

With the method GET_INSTANCE, you can reprogram the entire reversal logic by returning a new custom

class with reversal logic.

With the method AFTER_REVERSE, you can add additional logic after document reversal.

There is also an example BADI class implementation for Italian reversal logic enhancement.
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Completion Handler: /TISA/BADI_FW_COMPLETION

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_COMPLETION

Methods

n COLLECTION_BEFORE_EXEC

n COLLECTION_AFTER_EXEC

n COMBINATION_BEFORE_EXEC

n COMBINATION_AFTER_EXEC

n COMPLETION_BEFORE_EXEC

n COMPLETION_AFTER_EXEC

n COMPLETION_EXECUTION_LIST

Functionality

These BADImethods are called around completions in eFLOW. There are methods that are called before and

after collection, combination and completion. Within these methods, you can change the result of each

collection/combination/completion and the overall result of all of them. Formore information on how

completions are built, see Completions.

Display AP document: /TISA/BAPI_AP_DISPLAY_DOCUMENT

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_AP_DISPLAY_DOCUMENT

Methods

n NORMALIZE_FOR_SCREEN

n PAI_USER_COMMAND

Functionality

These BAdImethods are called on document display.

NORMALIZE_FOR_SCREEN is related and controls image display in eFLOW.

PAI_USER_COMMAND is a Process After Input action, and the developer has access to document display

details just after an action/function is executed on the document in eFLOWControl.

Document Creation General Logic: /TISA/BADI_FW_CREATE

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_CREATE

Methods

n INIT_DATA

n DEFAULT_DATA

n AFTER_CREATION
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Functionality

This is a generic BADI called on every document creation in eFLOWControl. It is called regardless of whether

the document is sent fromOCR, EDI, or any other source.

INIT_DATA is called just after the creation of a new document, before any data is mapped into document

structures.

DEFAULT_DATA is called after external document data is mapped into the eFLOWControl document

structures, but before completions and “eFLOWme” auto-processing logic is executed.

AFTER_CREATION is called after all completions, validations and “eFLOWme”/automatic processing – it is

the final stage of new document creation.

Document Creation via EDI: /TISA/BADI_FW_CREATE_EDI

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_CREATE_EDI

Methods

n BEFORE_CREATION

Functionality

This BADI is called on new document creation from EDI.

Document Creation via OCR: /TISA/BADI_FW_CREATE_OCR

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_CREATE_OCR

Methods

n BEFORE_CREATION

Functionality

This BADI is called on new document creation fromOCR, before data is mapped to eFLOWControl

document structures.

Main controller: /TISA/BADI_FW_CTRL

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_CTRL

Methods

n GET_HANDLER

Functionality

This BAdI can be used to interact with every function call in eFLOW Control.
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Message Handling: /TISA/BADI_FW_MESSAGE

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_MESSAGE

Methods

n ADD

Functionality

This method is called whenever a message is added in eFLOW Control.

Relations: /TISA/BADI_FW_RELATIONS

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_RELATIONS

Methods

n GET_RELATED_LINKS

Functionality

This method is called on SAP relations creation between business objects (such as after posting, when

relations between eFLOWControl and the posted SAP FI and MM documents are built).

SAP synchronization: /TISA/BADI_AP_SAP_SYNC

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_AP_SAP_SYNC

Methods

n SYNC_DR

n SYNC_DR_SAP

n SYNC_FI

n SYNC_FI_SAP

n SYNC_MM

n SYNC_MM_SAP

Functionality

These methods are called on data synchronization/update of the eFLOWControl document from the related

posted SAP document.

Tax Amount Calculation: /TISA/BADI_AP_TAX

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_AP_TAX

Methods

n MODIFY_CALL

n MODIFY_RESULT
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Functionality

These methods called around the tax calculation logic.

Validation Handler: /TISA/BADI_FW_CHECK

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_FW_CHECK

Methods

n BEFORE_ALL_CHECK_EXEC

n BEFORE_CHECK_EXEC

n AFTER_CHECK_EXEC

n AFTER_ALL_CHECK_EXEC

Functionality

These methods are called around Check/Validation functionality in eFLOWControl. There are methods that

are called before all checks and before each individual check, and methods that are called after each

individual check and after all checks. Within these methods, you can change the result of each check and the

overall result of all of them.

eFLOW Resolve settings
This section explains how to configure settings for eFLOWResolve.

SAP system settings
Depending on how you use eFLOWResolve, there are various settings that youmust configure for each SAP

system you use:

n If you use the eFLOWResolve Web Application, youmust specify theWeb Application URL that

connects to each SAP system.

n If you want to use an RFC user for automatic posting after the workflow is completed, youmust specify

the RFC user for each SAP system.

n If you use email approval, youmust specify the email domains and email accounts to use. See Email

approval system setup for more information.

To define aWeb Application URL or a posting RFC user:

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > SAP System Specific > Define system settings.

2. Add a new entry.
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3. Enter the SAP System ID and then theWeb Application URL or the Automatic Posting

RFC Destination user.

4. Click Save .

Web Application settings
You can customize the eFLOW Resolve Web Application by specifying, for example, which fields are

displayed and where they are positioned on the screen.

TheWeb Application supports Single Sign On (SSO) with a MYSAPSSO2 cookie. When the user opens the

browser, it is expected that the MYSAPSSO2 cookie is already set. If this cookie is not set, you can define a

URL that redirects to another webpage, which triggers the standard SAP web logon process and redirects to

theWeb Application with a MYSAPSSO2 cookie. You can activate this redirect as a BSP page in the

eFLOW Resolve configuration.

TheWeb Application also supports SSO withWindows authentication. No configuration is required, but the

user's Windows domain user namemust be exactly the same as the user's SAP user name.

Fields and layout

eFLOW Resolve provides a standard layout for theWeb Application in the TIS Business Configuration sets,

which you can change according to your requirements. You can also specify fixed values for specific fields.
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1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve >Web Application >Web Application Layout.

2. Make changes to the table:

n Add a field: Add a new entry and enter the field settings. Fields can be eFLOW Control fields,

standard SAP fields or custom fields. They must be included in the eFLOW Control structures.

n Remove a field: Select the field and click theDelete button .

n Change field properties: Edit the values in the appropriate columns.

n Define a fixed value: Select the field and in theDialog Structure, double-click Fixed Values. Add a

new entry and enter a Value and Description. You can define multiple fixed values for a field. The
fixed values are displayed in a dropdown list.

3. Click Save .

Field settings

Field Description

Screen Detail: The field appears in the document detail.

Overview: The field appears in the document list.

Table Name Name of the eFLOW Control table containing the field.

Field Name Name of the field.

Web Application Section The part of the screen onwhich the field appears:

n HEADERDATA: Document list

n ITEMDATA: Document detail invoice items area or account

assignments area (depending on the selected table)

n HEADER_LEFT: Left side of the document detail header area

n HEADER_RIGHT: Right side of the document detail header area

No. Determines the position of the field:

n In the document list and document detail line items or account

assignments area: The column in which the field appears, with 1

being the first column.

n In the document detail header area: The vertical position of the field,

with 1 being displayed at the top. Separate numbering is used for

HEADER_LEFT and HEADER_RIGHT.

No Label Suppresses display of the label, for example, for fields that display an

icon, such as the workflow status.
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Field Description

Medium Field Label Text displayed for the field. In the document list, these texts are

displayed in the column headings.

No Tooltip Suppresses display of the tooltip that appears by default when the

mouse cursor hovers over the field label.

Short Text Text displayed in the field's tooltip. If left blank, the short text of the

field's data element is used.

Field Name Enables you to display a text field together with the field value, for

example, to display the vendor name as well as the vendor ID.

Output Length Maximum display length for the field.

Single Sign On (SSO)

Note: This procedure is only necessary if you need to define a redirect URL for Single Sign On. Perform
this procedure before deploying theWeb Application.

The SAP systemmust be configured for SSO, specifically, the profile parameters login/create_sso2_ticket

and login/accept_sso2_ticket in RZ11. See the SAP documentation for more information.

To activate SSO for the eFLOW Resolve Web Application:

1. Activate the tisa BSP service:

a. In transaction SICF, in the Service Path field, enter /sap/bc/bsp/tisa, then click the Execute button

.

https://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw73/helpdata/en/4e/0a0e6dbce42287e10000000a15822b/frameset.htm?original_fqdn=help.sap.de
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b. In the Virtual Hosts / Services tree, right-click on tisa and select Activate service.

c. When prompted to activate the service, click the second Yes button (the one with the icon).

2. In the IMG, under eFLOW Resolve > SAP system specific > Define system settings, make sure that
you have defined the SAP system ID and Web Application URL (see SAP system settings).

3. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve >Web Application > Single Sign On (SSO) > Activate Single Sign

On (SSO) login with redirect.

4. Add a new entry.

5. Check the Active check box.

6. Click Save .

7. Specify the SSO URLwhen you install the Web Application:

a. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve >Web Application > Single Sign On (SSO) > Show Single Sign

On (SSO) URL for Web Application to determine the exact URL to enter:
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b. In theWeb Deploy Import Application Package dialog box, enter the URL in the SAP SSO Login

Page field. SeeWeb Application installation in the eFLOW Installation and Setup Guide for more

information.

8. To test the SSO configuration, in the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve >Web Application > Single Sign On

(SSO) > Test Single Sign On (SSO) with redirect.

If you are not able to access theWeb Application, go to eFLOW Resolve >Web Application > Single

Sign On (SSO) > Activate Single Sign On (SSO) login with redirect and check the Ticket check box,
then test the connection again.

Activating this check box creates an assertion ticket, which enables the user to log on to theWeb

Application just once. In this case, specify the authentication type SAP_ASSERT when deploying the

Web Application. See the SAP documentation for more information on assertion tickets.
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Configure Web Application attachments

To enable users to upload document attachments in the eFLOWResolve Web Application, youmust

configure the type of files that may be uploaded. If you do not define any file types, uploading attachments is

not possible.

The following SAP notes are required:

n 0001451769: Enhancement in Archivelink file attributes in GOS scenario

n 0001560955: Part I: Additional Attributes for the GOS Attachment List

n 0001957962: Enhancement in ARCHIV_GET_CONNECTIONS in Archivelink

To configure attachments:

1. Go to transaction SM30.

2. Enter the Table/View name /TISA/VWF_WAT and click theMaintain button.

3. Add a new entry for each document typeWeb Application users should be able to upload.

These document types must have been defined in transaction OAC2 and linked to the appropriate

business object types in transaction OAC3. See Settings included in the BC sets in the eFLOW Control

and Resolve Installation and Setup Guide for information on the standard eFLOW Control and Resolve

global document types.

4. Click Save .
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Workflows
Users can send documents to workflows to obtain information, clarification or approval from other users.

eFLOWResolve provides standard workflows for typical business scenarios, and you can also create your

ownworkflows.

Standard workflows

All standard workflows are configured for manual start, but you can configure them to start automatically

when the corresponding business issue occurs. See Define automatic workflows for more information.

Workflow Description

Ad hoc

workflow

AD_HOC

A single-task workflow that is activated for all documents and can be used for any

purpose. Instructions for the task can be added in the workflow step settings.

Non-PO

coding and

approval

FI_APP

A single-task workflow that is activated for unprocessed FI documents. The workflow

processor adds account assignments and approves the workflow.

The system attempts to automatically post the document after workflow approval.

Missing

goods

receipt

workflow

MM_NO_GR

A single-task workflow that is activated for unprocessed MM documents. The workflow

requires resolution, so the workflow processormust enter a goods receipt or SES to be

able to approve the workflow.

The system attempts to automatically post the document after workflow approval.

Missing or

wrong PO

workflow

MM_NO_PO

A single-task workflow that is activated for all unprocessed documents. The workflow

processor adds the correct PO number and approves the workflow.

The system attempts to automatically post the document after workflow approval.

Price

mismatch

workflow

MM_PRICE

A single-task workflow that is activated for unprocessed MM documents. The workflow

requires resolution, so the workflow processormust resolve the price difference

between the invoice and the PO to be able to approve the workflow.

The system attempts to automatically post the document after workflow approval.

Quantity

mismatch

workflow

MM_QUANT

A single-task workflow that is activated for unprocessed MM documents. The workflow

requires resolution, so the workflow processormust resolve the quantity difference

between the invoice and the PO to be able to approve the workflow.

The system attempts to automatically post the document after workflow approval.
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Workflow Description

Vendor

maintenance

workflow

NO_VEND

A single-task workflow that is activated for all unprocessed documents. The workflow

processor enters the correct vendor number and approves the workflow.

Workflow audit trail

The workflow audit trail provides information about all workflows a document was sent to. It is created when

a document is posted to SAP and is available as an attachment in eFLOW Control and Resolve and in

SAP via the Services for Object button. A standard eFLOW Control global document type entitled

HTML document and a standard stylesheet are used to create the workflow audit trail, but you can also use

your own document type, for example, if you wish to see a different description in the attachment list.

1. In transaction OAC2, create a new document type. It must have the document class HTM.

2. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Customize audit trail.

3. In theDocument type field, enter your document type.

4. Click Save .
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Workflow tasks

A workflow consists of one ormore tasks that must be performed by the workflow processors. Creating

tasks independently of a specific workflow enables you to use the same task in different workflows.

Create a workflow task

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Define workflow task.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter a Task ID and Task Description.

4. Enter any other required settings.

5. Click Save .

Workflow task settings

Setting Description

Task instructions Documentation object containing text that will be displayed to workflow

processors to assist them in processing the workflow.

The following standard documentation objects are provided for task

instructions:

n /TISA/AP_WF_TASK_APPR: Instructions for the standard FI completion

and approvalworkflow.

n /TISA/AP_WF_TASK_PRICE: Instructions for the standard Price

difference workflow.

n /TISA/AP_WF_TASK_QUANTITY: Instructions for the standardQuantity

difference workflow.

n /TISA/AP_WF_TASK_VENDOR: Instructions for the standardMissing

vendorworkflow.

SeeWorkflows for more information on standard workflows.

Field status Specifies the field access rules for the document during the workflow task,

such as whether users can view and edit specific fields, or whether they are

required to enter a value. Formore information on field statuses and how to

create them, see Define field status.

Make sure that you also activate the validationCheck document against field

status. See Validations for more information.
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Setting Description

Task type Specifies the type of task:

Manual: The task must be processed by a user. This is the default setting if
you do not make a selection in this field.

Automatic: The task is not processed by a user, but runs logic to determine
the processing of subsequent tasks. For example, youmay want to send the

subsequent task to different processors depending on the value of the invoice.

You specify the class containing the logic in the Automatic task field.

Note: An automatic task cannot be the first task in a workflow.

Parallel: The tasks has two ormore subtasks that are processed at the same
time. For example, youmay have different workflow tasks for processing price

mismatches and quantity mismatches. These tasks can be processed in

parallel instead of one after the other. You configure the subtasks in the

workflow process flow (see Define workflow subtasks).

Automatic task Class containing logic for automatic tasks. See Task type above. Currently,
the following standard class is provided:

/TISA/CL_AP_WF_AUTO_PROC_PAYBK: Removes the payment block in the

document after the workflow is approved.

Multi. Recipients Specifies which users must process the workflow task if multiple recipients are

assigned: only one of the users, or all users.

SelectOne user per recipient must take action if user groups, SAP roles or

SAP Organizational Plan elements are assigned as workflow processors and

only one processormust take action.

Email Approval Activates email approval for the workflow task.

Positive Action

Negative Action

Text for the links or buttons for positive actions (for example, approval or

release) and negative actions (for example, rejection) in the email approval

email.

Reminders/Escalation Specifies reminders and escalation rules for the workflow task.

Reminder email notifications are sent to workflow processors if they have not

taken action on the task after a specified number of days.
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Setting Description

Escalation email notifications are sent to a workflow processor's manager if the

processor still has not taken action on the task after receiving a specified

number of reminder emails. The escalation function uses the SAP HR hierarchy

to determine the workflow processor's manager. If you do not wish to use the

HR hierarchy, you can define customized rules for escalation using the

Workflow user hierarchy BAdI /TISA/ES_WF_APPR_HIER.

Note: To send out email notifications for reminders and escalations, you
must schedule the /TISA/WF_OVERDUE program to run at regular intervals.

Duration: Number of days within which the workflow task must be processed.

If the processor has not taken any action after this number of days, the system

sends an email reminder to the processor.

Repeat Interval: Number of days after which further reminder emails are sent.
For example, if you enter 2 in this field, reminder emails are sent to the

processor every two days.

Escalation Start: Number of reminders after which to start escalation. For
example, if you enter 3 in this field, email notifications are sent to another user

(such as the workflow processor's supervisor) after three remindermails have

been sent to the workflow processor and no action has been taken.

The new user becomes the workflow processor and is now responsible for

processing the workflow task. Reminder emails are sent to this user instead of

the original processor.

Escalation Levels: You can define different levels of escalation. If a workflow
task is escalated and the new processor does not take action after the

specified number of reminders, an email notification is sent to another user; this

is the second level of escalation.

For example, if you enter 1 in the Escalation Levels field, escalation emails are
sent only to the user specified for the first escalation level. If you enter 2, emails

are sent to the first escalation level, and then to the second escalation level.

Require Note Requires the user to enter a note before carrying out a specific workflow action:

Approval

Rejection

Forward

Inquiry Send

Inquiry Answer
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Define workflow checks

You can define checks that run when a specific workflow action, such as approval or rejection, is performed

for a workflow task. If the checks fail, the workflow action cannot be performed until the problem is resolved.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Define workflow task.

2. Select the task and in theDialog Structure, double-clickWorkflow checks.

3. Add a new entry.

4. Select aCommand to specify when the check should run. If you leave this field empty, the check runs
when the workflow task is approved.

5. In the Validation ID field, select the check to run. See Standard validations for information on the

available checks.

6. Click the Parameters button to define parameters (if available).

7. Click Save .

Assign default recipients

You can assign users as recipients of a workflow task. These recipients are available for assignment in the

workflow task recipients list search help. This enables you to limit the list of possible recipients to specific

users. You can also define users as “default” recipients. Default recipients are automatically assigned to the

workflow task and appear in the recipients list.

The recipient assignment can be field-dependent. For example, you can assign different recipients for

different company codes or vendors.

You can:

l Assign specific users, user groups, or SAP roles.

l Assign organizational units, positions or jobs that are defined in the SAP Organizational Plan (transaction

PPOMW).

l Use classes to automatically determine the recipients. eFLOWResolve provides the following standard

classes for automatic recipient determination from the document data or the master data:

Note: You can use also use transaction /n/tisa/wf_rac to configure automatic recipient
determination for specific costs objects or vendors. See Maintain recipients for cost objects and

vendors.

Class Description

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_CONTACT Recipient determination invoice contact

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_COST_CTR Recipient determination cost center responsible user
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Class Description

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_GR_RECIPIENT Recipient determination GR recipient

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_HR_SUPERVISOR Recipient determination HR supervisor

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_ORDER Recipient determination Order responsible user

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_PO_CREATOR Recipient determination PO creator

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_PO_REQUEST Recipient determination PO requisitioner

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_PR_CREATOR Recipient determination purchase requisition creator

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_PROFIT_CTR Recipient determination Profit Center responsible user

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_PURCH_GROUP Recipient determination purchasing group user

/TISA/CL_WF_REC_WBS_ELEM Recipient determinationWBS Element responsible user

To assign default recipients:

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Define workflow task.

2. Select the task and in theDialog Structure, double-click Default Recipient Fields.

3. Add a new entry.

4. Select the document type Accounts Payable and then enter the fields to use for recipient assignment.

5. Select an option in theDialog field:

n No dialog: The workflow processor cannot change the recipient assignment. No recipient

assignment list is presented and the workflow task is automatically sent to the default recipients.

n Determined recipients only: The workflow processor can change the recipient assignment, but can

only assign predefined users as a recipient.

n Any recipients: The workflow processor can change the recipient assignment, and can assign any

user as a recipient.

6. Select the entry and in theDialog Structure, double-click Default Recipients.

7. Add a new entry.

8. Enter the field values and the corresponding recipients. Select either aClass/Interface or a Type of

recipient. Check theDefault recipient check box to automatically assign a recipient to the workflow
task.

9. Click Save .
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Maintain recipients for cost objects and vendors

Workflow recipients of documents related to specific cost centers, profit centers, orders and WBS elements

can be determined automatically from the master data, or you canmaintain these recipients manually. You

can also maintain workflow recipients for documents from specific vendors. This feature requires activation

of a BAdI implementation.

1. Go to transaction /n/tisa/wf_rac.

2. Add a new entry.

3. (Optional) Fill in the appropriate fields to restrict the settings. If you leave a field blank, the settings apply

for all (for example, for all company codes or all workflows).

Field Description

CoCd Restrict the settings to a specific company code.

Workflow ID Restrict the settings to a specific workflow.

WF Task ID Restrict the settings to a specific workflow task.

Crcy Restrict the settings to a specific currency.

FromAmount

To Amount

Restrict the settings to a specific gross amount value or value range.

FromGL Account

To GL Account

Restrict the settings to a specific GL account or range of GL accounts.

4. In theCO Type field, select the appropriate entry:
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l Entries 1-5 enable you to manually define recipients for specific cost objects or vendors, or for a

range of cost objects or vendors. In the FromCost Object and/or the To Cost Object field, enter

the cost object(s) or vendor(s), then select a user Type and enter theRecipient ID.

l Entries 6-9 determine the recipients automatically from the master data. Leave the FromCost

Object, To Cost Object, Type and Recipient ID fields blank.

5. Select an option in theDialog field:

n No dialog: The workflow processor cannot change the recipient assignment. No recipient

assignment list is presented and the workflow task is automatically sent to the default recipients.

n Determined recipients only: The workflow processor can change the recipient assignment, but can

only assign predefined users as a recipient.

n Any recipients: The workflow processor can change the recipient assignment, and can assign any

user as a recipient.

6. Click Save .

7. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Customer extensions / BAdIs > BAdI workflow task recipient.

8. In the BAdI Implementations dialog box, check the Actve(IMG) check box for the /TISA/CL_WF_

BADI_TASK_REC_RAC implementation.

9. Select a workbench request.

10. Click the Finished button .

Assign workflow task email templates

eFLOWResolve automatically sends email notifications to workflow recipients. Notifications can be sent as

individual emails, or multiple notifications can be included in a single email. eFLOWResolve provides

standard templates for the email texts, which you can use as they are or adapt to your needs. You use the

standard SAP transaction SE61 to define email templates.

You can define general workflow templates, or templates specific to a workflow task. If no workflow task

template is assigned, the corresponding general template is used.

See Email templates and Workflow template settings for more information.

Workflow processes

To create a workflow, you first create workflow tasks, then create a workflow process and assign tasks to the

process to define the flow.

Create a workflow process

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Define workflow process.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter aWorkflow ID and Description.

4. Enter the Task ID of the first task in the workflow.
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5. Enter any other required settings.

6. Click Save .

Workflow process settings

Setting Description

Priority Workflows with the highest priority appear at the top of the workflow selection list.

This setting is also used by automatic workflow starts to determine which

workflow to start first if the document has multiple issues.

For example, if you have a workflow for a price mismatch and a workflow for a

quantity mismatch, the priority setting determines which of these workflows starts

first if the document has both a price mismatch and a quantity mismatch.

Automatic posting Automatically posts the document when the entire workflow is approved, provided

the document is error-free.

Duration (Days) Maximum number of days allowed to process the workflow. If the workflow is not

completed after this number of days, email notifications are sent to the workflow

recipients.

Activation Enables you to specify the availability of the workflow:

n All documents: The workflow is available for all documents.

n Processed documents: The workflow is only available for documents that

have already been processed (for example, posted to SAP).

n Unprocessed documents: The workflow is only available for documents that

have not yet been processed (for example, not yet posted to SAP).

n Processed -with further activation: The workflow is only available for

documents that have already been processed and that fulfill the specified

activation criteria.

n Unprocessed -with further activation: The workflow is only available for

documents that have not yet been processed and that fulfill the specified

activation criteria.

n Based on activation configuration: The workflow is available for all

processed and unprocessed documents that fulfill the specified activation

criteria.

See Define workflow activation for more information on activation.

Define the task flow

1. In theDefine Workflow screen, select the workflow process and double-click Define Task Flow.
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2. Add a new entry.

3. In theWF Task ID field, enter the first task of the workflow and save.

The workflow is visualized on the right of the screen.

You can now add tasks to follow the first workflow task, if required. You can send the document to

different subsequent workflow tasks depending onwhether the user's response to the task is positive

(for example, approval) or negative (for example, rejection).

4. For each task, add a new entry and enter the task in theWF Task ID field.

5. For each task except the last, enter a following task in the Positive Task field or theNegative Task field,
or in both, depending on the requirements of the workflow.

6. Click Save .

Define workflow subtasks

Subtasks are used in parallel workflows, when youwant two ormore workflow tasks to be performed at the

same time instead of one after another.

1. Create the workflow tasks. For the "parent" task, in the workflow task settings, set the Task Type to

Parallel.

2. Create the workflow process and define the task flow.

3. Select the workflow and in theDialog Structure, double-click Define Task Flow.

4. Select the task flow and in theDialog Structure, double-click Define Subtasks.

5. Add the tasks to be processed in parallel.

6. Click Save .
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Define automatic workflows

You can configure a workflow to start or stop automatically when specific errors occur. You can also specify

whether errors must be resolved before the document can be posted. Automatic workflows are based on the

business issues that you define. See Set business issues for more information.

1. In theDefine Workflow screen, select the workflow process and double-click Automatic workflow.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Select a business issue , then select the appropriate setting.

4. Click Save .

Automatic workflow settings

Setting Description

Auto Start Starts the workflow automatically when the business issue occurs.

Note: Youmust assign default recipients to the first workflow task.

Auto Stop Cancels the workflow automatically when the business issue no longer occurs. For

example, a workflow sent out due to a missing goods receipt is automatically canceled

when a goods receipt is posted in the system.

Approval Changes error messages related to the specified business issue to warning messages on

workflow approval. This makes it possible to post the document after approval, provided

no other business issues are present that prevent posting.

For example, youmay want to allow posting of documents with a price or quantity

mismatch onworkflow approval, even if the mismatch is not resolved.

Resolution Specifies that the business issue must be resolved during the workflow, otherwise final

approval and posting is not possible.

Define workflow activation

You can restrict the availability of a workflow based on specific values. In the workflow settings, you can

activate the workflow for all documents, processed documents only, or unprocessed documents only. In

addition, you can activate the workflow based on specific field values. For example, if you activate a

workflow for non-PO invoices only, the workflow is not available for other document types. Or youmay

activate a workflow to resolve a price mismatch for PO invoices only.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Define workflow process.

2. Select the workflow and in theDialog Structure, double-click Define Activation.

3. Add a new entry.
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4. Select the document type Accounts Payable and then enter the fields to use for workflow activation.

You can specify up to five fields. The following example enables you to activate the workflow by

AP document type, company code, and currency.

5. Click Save .

6. Select the new entry, then in theDialog Structure, double-click Activate Workflow.

7. Add a new entry.

8. In eachDescription field, select the values to apply. The following example limits the workflow to PO

invoices for company code 1000with Euro as the currency.

9. In theDialog Structure, double-click Define Workflow.

10. In the Activation list, select one of the following options:

n Processed -with further activation: The workflow is only available for documents that have

already been processed and that fulfill the specified activation criteria.

n Unprocessed -with further activation: The workflow is only available for documents that have not

yet been processed and that fulfill the specified activation criteria.

n Based on activation configuration: The workflow is available for all processed and unprocessed

documents that fulfill the specified activation criteria.

11. Click Save .

Email templates
eFLOWResolve automatically sends email notifications to workflow recipients. Notifications can be sent as

individual emails, or multiple notifications can be included in a single email. eFLOWResolve provides

standard templates for the email texts, which you can use as they are or adapt to your needs. You use the

standard SAP transaction SE61 to define email templates.

You can define general workflow templates, or templates specific to a workflow task. If no workflow task

template is assigned, the corresponding general template is used.

Dispatch of reminder and escalation emails for overdue workflows is controlled by the program /TISA/WF_

OVERDUE.

Dispatch of grouped email notifications is controlled by the program /TISA/WF_PROC_NOTIFY.
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Standard email templates

eFLOWResolve provides the following standard email templates.

Documentation

object

Use

/TISA/AP_WF_

START_TASK

Email text sent to assigned recipients when a workflow is started.

/TISA/AP_WF_TASK_

APPR

Task instructions for an invoice approval workflow.

/TISA/AP_WF_TASK_

PRICE

Task instructions for a price deviation workflow.

/TISA/AP_WF_TASK_

QUANTITY

Task instructions for a quantity deviation workflow.

/TISA/AP_WF_TASK_

VENDOR

Task instructions for a vendormaintenance workflow.

/TISA/AP_WF_EMAIL_

APPR

Email text for an email approval workflow.

/TISA/AP_WF_EMAIL_

APPR_ERROR

Email text sent to the user when email approval fails.

/TISA/AP_WF_EMAIL_

APPR_SUCCESS

Email text sent to the user when email approval succeeds.

/TISA/WF_

ESCALATION

Email text sent to a recipient when a workflow step is escalated. See

Workflow task settings for information on escalation.

/TISA/WF_INQUIRY_

ANSWER

Email text sent to the sender of an inquiry when the inquiry is answered.

/TISA/AP_WF_

INQUIRY_SENT

Email text sent to the recipient of a workflow inquiry.

/TISA/WF_REMIND Email text sent to workflow processors when the workflow or workflow task is

overdue.
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Documentation

object

Use

/TISA/WF_SAP_GUI_

LINK

Used to create an email attachment that links to the SAP GUI. See the Link to

SAP GUI workflow template setting for more information.

/TISA/AP_WF_START Email text sent to the recipient of a workflow task.

/TISA/FW_CSS Cascading stylesheet used for all email texts.

/TISA/WF_CSS_

AUDIT_TRAIL

Cascading stylesheet used for the workflow audit trail.

Assign general email templates

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Define global email templates.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Select theCommand for which the template applies.

4. Select the Template to use and enter text for the Subject line of the email.

5. Enter any other required settings.

6. Click Save .

Workflow template settings

Setting Description

Command When to send an email notification. See General workflow template commands.

Email

sender

User name of the user whose email address appears as the sender of the email.

No email Deactivates email notifications for the selected command.

Grouping Determines whether individual emails are sent, or whether multiple notifications are

included in a single email.

Single notification: An email is sent for each occurrence.

Group same task: All notifications for a specific workflow task are included in a single

email.
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Setting Description

Group same recipient: All notifications for a specific recipient are included in a single
email. If a group is assigned as a recipient, eachmember of the group receives an email,

which includes notifications for documents sent to the group as well as for documents sent

to the individual user.

Note: If you selectGroup same task orGroup same recipient, youmust schedule
the program /TISA/WF_PROC_NOTIFY to run at regular intervals.

Important: Links for approval and rejection are not included in grouped notifications. If

you selectGroup same task orGroup same recipient for the Initial workflow

notification command, and some of your tasks are configured for email approval, you
must configure task-specific templates for the email approval tasks and set the

Grouping option to Single notification for those tasks. See Assign workflow task

email templates for more information.

Email

subject

Text that appears in the subject line of the email.

Email

template

Documentation object to use for the text of the email.

Link to

SAP GUI

Check this checkbox to include a link to the SAP GUI as an attachment to the email. You

must also specify the documentation object to use for the attachment. The default is

/TISA/WF_SAP_GUI_LINK.

When the user opens the attachment, the SAP GUI logon dialog box opens. After the user

logs on, the eFLOW Control document is displayed for the user to process.

Attach log Attaches a PDF of the workflow audit trail to the email.

Attach

image

Attaches the original invoice image to the email.

Attach

doc

Attaches a rendered version of the image as a PDF file.

Rendered

document

Smart

Form

Name of the Smart Form used to create the rendered image. A standard Smart Form,

/TISA/SF_AP_DATA is provided.
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General workflow template commands

* Entries for commands marked with an asterisk are delivered with the TIS Business Configuration sets.

Command Description

Notify next recipient after task

approval

When a workflow task is approved, an email notification is sent to the

recipient of the next task in the workflow.

* Escalation notification to

superior

When the workflow task is overdue and the workflow processor has not

taken action, an email notification is sent to the user defined for the first

escalation level. For more information on escalation, seeWorkflow task

settings.

* Notify new recipient about

forward

When a workflow processor forwards a workflow task to another user,

an email notification is sent to that user.

Multiple documents in one

task

A single email containing notifications for all documents for a specific

workflow task is sent to the assigned recipient. For example, the email

lists all documents sent to the processor in a price mismatch workflow.

Multiple documents to one

user

A single email containing notifications for all workflow tasks for a

specific user is sent to the assigned recipient. For example, the email

lists all price mismatch, quantity mismatch and missing goods receipt

workflow tasks sent to the processor.

* Notify inquiry originator

about answer

When a user answers an inquiry, an email notification is sent to the

workflow processor who sent the inquiry.

* Notify recipient about new

inquiry

When a user receives an inquiry from a workflow processor, an email

notification is sent to that user.

Rejection to previous recipient When a workflow task is rejected, the recipient of the previous task

receives an email notification.

* Reminder notification When a workflow task or the entire workflow is overdue, an email

notification is sent to the workflow processor.

* Initial workflow notification When a user is assigned to a workflow task, an email notification is sent

to that user.

Assign workflow task email templates

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Define workflow task.
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2. Select the workflow task and in theDialog Structure, double-click Email templates.

3. Enter the required settings.

4. Click Save .

Email approval
Users can approve documents directly from the email that is sent to themwhen they are assigned to a

workflow task. The email contains links that the user can click to approve or reject the document. You can

specify the text to display in these links in the workflow task settings. After the user clicks one of these links,

a response email is sent to inform the user whether the action was successful or not.

Youmust activate email approval in general, and also configure the workflow task to allow email approval.

Important: Email approval emails must be sent as single notifications. Links for approval and rejection
are not included in grouped notifications. See Email templates for information on grouped notifications.

System setup

Youmust configure the domains that may be used for email approval, and for each SAP system you use,

define the email account that sends the email notifications to users when they are assigned to a workflow

task..

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Email Approval > Authorize email domains.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter the domain names and click Save .

4. Go to eFLOW Resolve > Email Approval > Define system email account.
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5. For each SAP system, add a new entry and enter the SAP System ID and the Email address.

6. Click Save .

Youmust also set up an email account on your email server that will receive an email from users when they

approve or reject the workflow from their email. This email account is simply a technical account that is

required to communicate the user's action to eFLOW Control.

Note: SAP must be correctly configured to receive incoming emails. See the SAP documentation for
more information.

1. Set up a dedicated email account on your email server to receive the users' response emails.

2. In the SAP transaction SCOT, select the menu item Settings > Inbound Processing.

3. In change mode, add a new row .

4. In theCommunication Type field, select Internet Mail.

5. In theRecipient Address field, enter the email address of the account you created in step 1.

6. Enter the following information in the remaining fields:

n Document Class: *

n Exit Name: /TISA/CL_WF_CTRL_IN_EMAIL

n Call Sequence: 1

7. Add another row with the same communication type, recipient address and exit name. Enter the following

information in the remaining fields:

n Document Type: HTM

n Call Sequence: 2.

8. Click Save .

Activate email approval

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Email Approval > Activate Email Approval.

2. Enter the settings.

3. Click Save .
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Email approval settings

Setting Description

Email Approval Activates or deactivates email approval in general.

HTML Template Template for the approval email sent to the workflow processor.

A standard template, /TISA/WF_EMAIL_APPR, is provided, which contains the

variables &EA_APPR& and &EA_RJCT&. These variables are replaced in the

email with links that the user can click to approve or reject the document.

Email Subject The subject of the email sent to the workflow processor to inform themwhether

the action they took was successful or failed.

Success notification

Error notification

Templates containing the text of the email sent to the workflow processor to

inform them that the action they took was successful or failed.

Activate a workflow task for email approval

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Define workflow task..

2. Select the task and click theDetails button .

3. In change mode, select the Email Approval check box.

4. Enter text for the Positive Action (for example, Approve) and theNegative Action (for example,

Reject). These texts appear in the links in the email that the user can click to approve or reject the
document.

5. Click Save .

Deactivate automatic responses

For specific messages you can deactivate the automatic email response that eFLOWControl sends to users

when they approve or reject the workflow.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > Email Approval > Deactivate automatic responses.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Select the message class and the message.

4. Click Save .

User management
You can create users who access eFLOW Resolve through theWeb Application only, and manage

substitutes for these users.
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You can also create user groups that can be assigned to workflow tasks instead of individual workflow

recipients. Depending on the workflow task settings, all or only one of the user group users must process the

workflow task.

Create Web Application users

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > User Management > Maintain Web Application users.

2. Enter aUser ID and click theCreate button .

3. EnterAddress and Logon Data details.

4. Click Save .

Manage substitutes

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > User Management > Maintain substitutes globally.

2. Enter theUser ID and click theChange button .

3. EnterRecipient IDs in the appropriate tab:

n Substitutes: Users who act as substitutes for this user.

n Substituting for: Users for whom this user acts as a substitute.

4. Enter a Start date and End date.

5. Check the Active check box to define the substitute as an active substitute. If you clear this check box,
the user is a passive substitute.

Active substitutes are intended for planned absences, such as vacation. Passive substitutes are

intended for unplanned absences, such as sickness.See the eFLOW Resolve User Guide for more

information.

6. Click Save .

Create user groups

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Resolve > User Management > Maintain workflow user groups.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter a name and description for the user group, and optionally an email address to which email

notifications will be sent.

4. Select the entry and in theDialog Structure, double-click Assign Members.

5. Add a new entry.

6. In the Type field, select the type of recipient to assign to the group and enter the recipient ID. You can
assign individual users, other user groups, SAP roles or organizational units, positions or jobs that are

defined in the SAP Organizational Plan (transaction PPOMW).

7. Add new entries for the remaining recipients of the group.
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8.  Click Save .

Customer Extensions/BAdIs eFLOW Resolve BAdIs
eFLOWResolve provides BAdIs to enable you to add custom coding for workflow processing. See the SAP

documentation for information on implementing BAdIs.

Workflow handling: /TISA/BADI_WF

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_WF

Methods

n GET_POSSIBLE_WORKFLOWS

n CREATE_NEW_FOR_AUTO_START

Functionality

This is a general BADI for workflow availability and automatic workflow start.

In GET_POSSIBLE_WORKFLOWS, you can limit the list of available workflows that can be started for the

selected eFLOWdocument.

In CREATE_NEW_FOR_AUTO_START, you can control whether the workflow should be started

automatically for a document.

Workflow task process: /TISA/BADI_WF_TASK_PRC

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_WF_TASK

Methods

n PROCESS_AFTER_START

n PROCESS_AT_ACTION

n PROCESS_AFTER_DONE

Functionality

These methods are used to execute custom logic on several events that occur during workflow task

processing, such as after workflow start, on a specific workflow action (for example, approval, rejection,

forward), or after approval of the entire workflow.

Workflow task flow: /TISA/BADI_WF_TASK_FLW

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_WF_TASK

Methods

n FLOW_EXCLUDE_TASK

Functionality

This BADImethod can be used to skip execution of a workflow task.
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For example, youmay have a three task workflow with triggering thresholds for task number 3. If the invoice

amount is below the threshold, you can skip the last task using this method. In such a case, the workflow will

end successfully after approval of the second task.

Workflow task recipient: /TISA/BADI_WF_TASK_REC

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_WF_TASK

Methods

n RECIPIENT_DEFAULT

n RECIPIENT_VALIDATE

Functionality

The RECIPIENT_DEFAULT method is used to determine recipients for the workflow task.

The RECIPIENT_VALIDATEmethod is used to validate recipients added to the workflow task.
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Workflow user hierarchy: /TISA/BADI_WF_APPR_HIER

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_WF_APPR_HIER

Methods

n AUTHORIZATION_GET – not implemented/inactive

n MANAGER_GET

Functionality

The MANAGER_GET method is used to determine the escalation recipient for the overdue workflow task.

This BAdI is only called if escalation levels have been defined for workflow tasks. Formore information on

escalation, seeWorkflow task settings.

Resolve Web Application: /TISA/BADI_WF_RFC

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_WF_RFC

Methods

n DOCUMENT_FROM_IF_DATA_PRE

n DOCUMENT_FROM_IF_DATA_PST

n DOCUMENT_IMG_INFO_GET

n DOCUMENT_TO_IF_DATA_PRE

n DOCUMENT_TO_IF_DATA_PST

n GET_MESSAGES

n READ_CONFIG_ACTION_INFO

n READ_CONFIG_FIELD_INFO

n READ_CONFIG_FIXEDVALUES

n READ_CONFIG_SEACHHELP_INFO

Functionality

This BAdI provides several methods to interact with the standard functionality on various RFC calls for the

Web Application.

Follow up to workflow result after document posting: /TISA/BADI_WF_POST_
ACTION

Enhancement spot: /TISA/ES_WF_POST_ACTION

Methods

n EXECUTE – not implemented/inactive

Functionality

N/A
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eFLOW Reporting settings
This section explains how to configure eFLOW Reporting. eFLOWReporting helps youmonitor, analyze and

optimize the performance of your Accounts Payable process.

For information on how to use eFLOW Reporting and for details of the available reports, see the

eFLOW Control User Guide.

You can use the /TISA/REP authorization object to specify which reports are available to users.

Note: If you use eFLOW Reporting, youmust schedule the Calculate Data program, /TISA/FW_REP_

CALC_DATA, which calculates the report data.

Define the default currency
1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Reporting > Make general report settings.

2. Select a currency.

3. Click Save .

Define data sets
Data sets define the time periods available for selection in the eFLOW reports.

1. In the IMG, go to eFLOW Reporting > Define data sets.

2. Add a new entry.

3. Enter a name and description.

4. Define the time period by entering the start and end dates.

5. Click Save .

System settings
This section explains how to configure various system-wide settings.

Role generator
The Role generator provides an easy way to determine required values for the /TISA/CMD authorization

object.
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With the authorization object /TISA/CMD, you can restrict access to specific actions. For example, youmay

want to allow access to actions such as Park, Supervisor post, orProcess online for specific users only. In
this case, youmust disable these actions for all other users.

1. Go to System settings > Maintain roles > Role Generator for field /TISA/CMD.

2. In theMenu selection list, select eFLOW Control or eFLOW Resolve.

3. Click on the tab of the menu containing the actions youwant to disable.

TheGO_FL_ADDON->MS tab contains the Add-on functions that you can define for eFLOW Control and

Resolve.

4. Check the check box for each action to be disabled.
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5. Click the Execute button .

The required values for the /TISA/CMD authorization object are displayed and copied to the clipboard.

6. In transaction PFCG, create or edit a role and add the /TISA/CMD authorization object.

7. Paste or manually enter the values into the System command field under eFLOW: Action restrictions.

See the eFLOW Control and Resolve Installation and Setup Guide for more information on roles and

authorization objects.
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Other tasks
This section describes configuration tasks that are performed outside of the eFLOW Control and Resolve

IMG.

Synchronize SAP changes with eFLOW Control
You can configure SAP to call the eFLOWme function when a goods movement is posted in SAP, or when

changes are made to the purchase order in SAP. The eFLOW me function performs all actions appropriate
for the document in its current state. For example, depending onwhich completions and validations are

configured, eFLOWme can assign tax codes or PO items, check for errors in the document, start a

workflow, or attempt to post the document.

Example scenarios:

n An eFLOWdocument with a missing goods receipt; this is the only error in the document. The goods

receipt is posted inMIGO; this automatically triggers the eFLOWme function on the eFLOWControl

document. As the error is no longer present, the document is automatically posted.

n An eFLOWdocument with a price mismatch; this is the only error in the document. The purchase order

item price is changed inME23n, and it nowmatches the invoice price; this automatically triggers the

eFLOWme function on the eFLOWControl document. As the error is no longer present, the document is

automatically posted.

To activate this functionality, perform the following configuration steps.

Activate SAP BAdIs

Youmust activate TIS implementations of the appropriate SAP BAdIs.
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Synchronization with goods movement posting

1. In transaction SPRO, go toMaterials Management > Inventory Management and Physical

Inventory > Maintain Customer Exits and Business Add-Ins > BAdI: Creation ofMaterial

Document.

2. Check the Actve(IMG) check box for the BAdI implementation /TISA/BADI_AP_SAP_GM_CREATE.

When a goods movement is created, the SAP BAdIMB_DOCUMENT_BADI implementation raises the event

CREATED on SAP BOR object 2017 and class /TISA/CL_AP_GM.

Synchronization with purchase order change

1. In transaction SPRO, go toMaterials Management > Purchasing > Business Add-Ins for Purchasing

> BAdI: Enhance Purchase Order Processing (Single-Screen Transaction).

2. Check the Actve(IMG) check box for the BAdI implementation /TISA/BADI_AP_SAP_PO_CHANGE.

When a purchase order is changed, the SAP BAdIME_PROCESS_PO_CUST implementation raises the

event CHANGED on SAP BOR object 2012 and class /TISA/CL_AP_PO.
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Create linkages

Synchronization with goods movement posting

In transaction SWE2, create a linkage between the event CREATED in the class /TISA/CL_AP_GM and the

eFLOW receiver functionmodule /TISA/AP_BADI_CL_EVENT_GM_CRTD. This functionmodule calls

eFLOWme for the corresponding purchase orders.
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Synchronization with purchase order change

In transaction SWE2, create a linkage between the event CHANGED in the class /TISA/CL_AP_PO and the

eFLOW receiver functionmodule /TISA/AP_BADI_CL_EVENT_PO_CHGD. This functionmodule calls

eFLOWme for the corresponding purchase orders.
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Programs
The following programs are provided with eFLOW Control and Resolve.

eFLOW Control Accrual Report
The /TISA/AP_ACCRUAL report lists all line items of unposted eFLOW Control documents. This report

enables you to monitor open invoice items and create eFLOW Control accrual posting documents for

selected items. Users with the appropriate authorization can use the transaction /n/tisa/ap_accrual to run
the Accrual Report and create documents.
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Parameters

Parameters Description

Header selection

parameters

Restricts the selection to specific values of key header fields.

FI positions

selection

parameters

Restricts the selection to specific cost elements of non-PO invoices.

Check the Select only P&L accounts check box to restrict the selection to Profit
& Loss accounts. If you uncheck this check box, Balance Sheets accounts are

also included in the report.
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Parameters Description

MM positions

selection

parameters

Restricts the selection to specific cost elements of PO invoices.

Select only consumption lines: Restricts the selection to items for which an
Account Assignment Category is assigned to the PO item.

Exclude GR valuated positions: Excludes from the report line items for which

theGR Non-Valuated check box is not checked in the PO item.

Copy PO item text if text missing on the invoice: Copies the line item text from

the PO line item to the invoice line item if no line item text is present on the invoice.

Report display:

parameters

Type of subtotal aggregation: Specifies how subtotals are calculated and

displayed in the report:

n Per eFLOW document

n Per G/L account

n Per vendor

Report display:

default coding

Specifies default values for theG/L Account, Cost Center orWBS Element
fields. These default values are assigned to all Accrual Report items that do not

already contain values in these fields. Existing values are not overwritten.

Create an accrual posting document

In the Accrual Report, select the items to include in the accrual posting document, then click theCreate

accrual document in eFLOW Control button .

A message in the status bar displays the number of the eFLOW Control accrual posting document.

You can now edit this document in eFLOW Control. Accrual postings require entry of a reversal reason and

reversal date. If you do not enter a reversal date, the system automatically enters the first day of the next

period, in accordance with the posting date. If you do not enter a posting date, the system automatically

enters the last day of the current period. Your systemmay be configured to check that the entered posting

date is within a specific number of days before the end of the current period, and the reversal date is within a

specific number of days after the start of the next period.

Process overdue workflow reminders and escalations
The /TISA/WF_OVERDUE program checks the due date of workflows and sends reminder and escalation

email notifications whenworkflows or workflow tasks are overdue. Formore information on reminders and

escalation, seeWorkflow task settings.
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Enter the parameters and schedule the program to run at regular intervals.

Parameter Description

Workflow Due Date Create and assign a variant with a variable date calculation in this field.

This value will be used to select workflows which are overdue on the

entered date.

Email sender Select a user whose email address will be used as the sender for reminder

and escalation emails.

If you do not enter a value, the email of the workflow initiator is used as

the sender.

Document number Enables you to restrict the program run to a specific document or range of

documents.

Workflow grouped notification
eFLOWResolve automatically sends email notifications to workflow recipients. Notifications can be sent as

individual emails, or multiple notifications can be included in a single email. When you create email templates,

you use theGrouping option to specify for each workflow command whether an individual email or a

grouped email containing multiple notifications is sent.

Single notification: An email is sent for each occurrence.

Group same task: All notifications for a specific workflow task are included in a single email.

Group same recipient: All notifications for a specific recipient are included in a single email. If a group is
assigned as a recipient, eachmember of the group receives an email, which includes notifications for

documents sent to the group as well as for documents sent to the individual user.

If you select the optionGroup same task orGroup same recipient, youmust schedule the /TISA/WF_

PROC_NOTIFY/ program to run at regular intervals. This program checks whether any new grouped

notifications are required since the last program run and sends out emails if this is the case.

In the program parameters, you can limit the notifications that are sent, for example, to send notifications only

for specific workflow tasks, workflow commands, recipient types, or recipients.
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Collect open purchase orders
The /TISA/AP_EXTRACT_PO_UPDATE program is used to prepare purchase order data for export to

eFLOW Extract. You only need to schedule this program if you use reference data to facilitate recognition and

validation in eFLOW Extract.

The program collects header, line item and history data of open purchase orders from the EKKO, EKPO and

EKBE tables, filters the data in accordance with the program parameters, and writes the data to the following

tables:

n /TISA/TAP_EXTR1 Purchasing document header

n /TISA/TAP_EXTR2 Purchasing document item

n /TISA/TAP_EXTR3History per Purchasing Document

The data from these tables are passed via RFC to the eFLOW Extract SapCache database. The program

output is written to the spool and the job log.

The program provides parameters to filter the data. Youmust enter a value in the Purch. Doc. Category

field. In the Purchase Order Date after and GR/IR posted after fields, use a variable date calculation (for
example, Today - 60 days) to export only open items.
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You can set the following parameters for the PO history:

Parameter Description

Test run The data is output, but no changes are made to the /TISA/TAP_

EXTR1, /TISA/TAP_EXTR2 and /TISA/TAP_EXTR3 tables.

Verbose Additional information is written to the spool, such as the run

time of the individual packages.

Package size SQL

SELECT/DELETE/INSERT

Determines howmany entries are processed in each package.

Depending on the volume of the selected data, it may be

necessary to change the values in these fields. For example, if

you encounter memory problems when running the program, try

changing the values from 1000 to 100.

Delete previous data Deletes data from the previous program run.
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You should schedule the program to run at regular intervals (for example, daily) to update the tables with the

latest data. Youmust also set up scheduling in eFLOW Extract to transfer the data from these tables into

eFLOW Extract. See the eFLOW Extract Implementation Guide for information on using reference data with

eFLOW Extract.

Automatic AP Document SAP synchronization
The /TISA/AP_PROC_AUTO_SAP_SYNC program checks whether a posted eFLOW document was already

paid in the SAP payment run. If the document was paid, the SAP clearing document number and clearing date
are entered in the eFLOW document header. The eFLOW document status is changed to Paid .

You can limit the range of documents processed in the program parameters.

You should schedule the program to run at regular intervals.

Automatic AP Document Posting
The /TISA/AP_PROC_AUTO_POST program checks documents and posts them to SAP if they have no

errors.

You can limit the range of documents processed in the program parameters.

You should schedule the program to run at regular intervals.

Calculate Data
The /TISA/FW_REP_CALC_DATA program calculates data for eFLOW Control Reporting. It should be

scheduled to run once a day with the default parameters.

Note: Do not change the default parameters.
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Display workflow on database
The /TISA/WF_DB_DISPLAY program is useful for troubleshooting workflows. It displays detailed

information about the workflows executed on a specific document, including the workflow tasks, recipients,

actions executed by the recipients, and workflow commands executed on the document.

1. In the program parameters, enter the eFLOW document number or the document GUID. You can also

enter a range of documents.

To determine the GUID, in the document detail screen, enter HEXHEX in the SAP command field, then

press ENTER. The document GUID is displayed.

2. If you are only interested in a specific workflow, enter the workflow number. For example, enter 2 to view

only details of the second workflow to which the document was sent.

3. In the overview, double-click on a workflow in the first table to view detailed information for that

workflow.

The data presented comes from the following tables:

Table Description

/TISA/TWF_HDR Workflow header data, including:

n Workflow status

n Workflow due date

n Time stamps for the start and end of the workflow
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Table Description

/TISA/TWF_TSK Workflow task data, including:

n Task status

n Task due date

n Time stamps for the start and end of the task

/TISA/TWF_REC Data of workflow recipients assigned to started tasks, including:

n Task status for the recipient

n An indication of whether the task is simply an inquiry

n Due date of the task for the recipient

n Reminders (repeats) and escalation counters

/TISA/TWF_REU Workflow actions executed by each recipient, including:

n Last task status for the recipient

n Time stamps for the start and end of the recipient

/TISA/TWF_ATR Workflow commands executed on the document, including:

n The executed system command, such as workflow start or

workflow approval.

n The environment in which the command was executed, such as

SAP GUI, Web Application, email approval, or background

n ID of the user that executed the command

n The time stamp of the command execution

Display logged RFC OCR requests
The /TISA/FW_OCR_LOG_DISPLAY program is useful for troubleshooting the connection to eFLOW Extract

(for example, if there was a problemwith the transfer of data, or incorrect values were transferred). It displays

a list of all documents sent into eFLOW Control via RFC in the last 30 days; this is usually all documents

coming from eFLOW Extract. You can limit the range of documents displayed in the program parameters.
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Double-click on a document in the list to view details for that document.

The table in the middle of the screen displays all data that was sent from eFLOW Extract and mapped to

eFLOW Control fields. For field values that were captured via OCR, the coordinates of the ROI (Region of

Interest) rectangle are given. These indicate the invoice page and the position on the page of the captured

values.

The table at the bottom of the screen displays information about the document's attachments.

To send a document into eFLOW Control again, click the Execute button next to the document. A new

document with the same data is created in eFLOW Control.
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